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Pet store regulations target
puppy mills (p. 6)

Board of trustees raises tuition amid protests
BY JONATHAN SPERLING
MARKETING DIRECTOR

New regulations in the
state of California disallow
pet stores from
selling animals
that are not
from shelters.
This prohibition is a good
first step in
shutting down industrial-scale
breeding facilities that treat animals extremely poorly.

raised by $200, and stay the same
rate at all community colleges.
The meeting of the board took
place at Baruch College.

Chants of “Hey hey, ho ho!/
Tuition hikes have got to go!”
filled Baruch College’s 25th Street
Plaza on Oct. 23, as dozens of
protesters representing the CUNY
Rising Alliance, a coalition that
includes CUNY Professional Staff
Congress, New York Communities for Change and other organizations, rallied prior to a CUNY
Board of Trustees meeting on the
14th floor of the Newman Vertical
Campus.
The meeting pertained to a
number of issues, including voting on the Fiscal Year 2019 University Budget Request.
This request includes the predictable tuition policy, annually
increasing tuition by $200 at all of
CUNY’s senior colleges since the
policy was enacted in 2011. The
policy was recently renewed.
PSC President Barbara Bowen,
along with others who attended
the rally, highlighted the need
for Gov. Andrew Cuomo to provide funding for New York City’s
public university system, which
serves over 245,000 undergraduate students, according to 2015
student profile statistics.
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BUSINESS 8
Netﬂix grows more than
initially expected (p. 9)
In the third
quarter of the
fiscal year, Netflix achieved
higher subscriber growth
than investors
expected. This
is most owed to
the company’s
recent spending on original programming.

ARTS & STYLE 10
Lovato Opens Up About
Road to Recovery (p. 12)
In a new documentary titled
Simply Complicated, Demi
Lovato opens
up about her
struggles with
depression, cocaine addiction
and an eating
disorder. The
singer reveals personal details
about growing up famous and
what finally helped her sober up.
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Protesters were expelled from the room following outbursts. For more details, read the top article on page 2.
BY VICTORIA MERLINO
NEWS EDITOR
Following the expulsion of a
group of protesters from the room,
the CUNY Board of Trustees
passed the Fiscal Year 2019 Uni-

versity Budget Request and the
Five-Year Capital Budget Request,
along with a number of other calendar items, on Oct. 23.
As a part of the university budget request, tuition at all CUNY
senior colleges will once again be

Film Society of the Lincoln
Center hosts 55th NYFF

BY BIANCA MONTEIRO
Ehtasham Bhatti, the treasurer of Baruch’s Undergraduate Student
Government, formally announced his resignation during the Oct. 24 senate meeting. Bhatti, who is an accounting major, said at the meeting that
his resignation was necessary after examining the growing commitments
in both his academic workload and family life. Chair of Appeals Suzanna
Egan will be taking over the role, determined after being nominated by
the table and confirmed by the executive board during the meeting.

A gentle touch
relieves the
effects of social
exclusion, a recent study from
the University
College London found. Participants who
were touched
at slow speeds had reduced
feelings of distress compared to
participants who were touched
at fast speeds.

The Yankees’
season has
come to an
end, just one
game short
of a World
Series appearance. While
it played valiantly against
the Astros, the
team was shut out in Game 7 of
the ALCS, and with that, was officially eliminated from playoff
contention.
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Bhatti resigns as USG
treasurer, last day on Nov. 9
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Baruch_Portal
facilitates global
conversation
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE NEW YORK FILM FESTIVAL

The Ticker's Benjamin Wallin attended this year's New York Film Festival. His
overview of NYFF and capsule reviews of select ﬁlms can be found on page 14.
OPINIONS

Weinstein case draws attention
to sexual assault, harassment

I

n 1991, Anita Hill sat through numerous hearings recalling her vile
experiences of sexual harassment working with current Supreme
Court Justice Clarence Thomas. Hill described vividly the revolting
conversations she had with Thomas. She underwent harsh scrutiny and
vulnerability since she was speaking against a possible Supreme Court
Justice in the midst of his confirmation hearings.
Thomas’ case was more than just a simple ruling. The case was
representative of the racial tensions at the time. Thomas was an African-American man who, if nominated, would follow in the steps of
Thurgood Marshall.
Sexual harassment against women is a common scenario that is
frequently swept under the rug.
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BY KIANA O'BRIEN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
One rarely gets to experience
heartfelt conversations with
strangers who live hundreds of
miles away in various countries.
But with the Baruch_Portal, that
rare scenario has been made
possible.
Baruch_Portal is an extension of Arden/Everywhere: The
As You Like It Project, which is
an adaptation of William Shakespeare’s As You Like It. The director, Jessica Bauman, wanted
to give the audience a way to
interact with real refugees being
affected by the issues her play
illustrates.
From the outside, it looks like
a shiny, inflatable, golden cube
made of bounce house material. Inside is a floor-to-ceiling
screen on which visitors can
see and talk to individuals from
around the globe.
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Men's soccer
loses in playoffs,
women's tennis
advances to playoffs
BY MATTEO FLAMMIO
STAFF WRITER
Baruch College’s women’s
tennis team traveled to SUNY
Purchase, New York to face Purchase College’s women’s tennis
team.
The Bearcats beat their nonconference opponents, the Panthers, 5-4, competing in six singles matches and three doubles
matches.
This was not an easy task, as
the Bearcats had to grind to get
their win over their opponent.
Baruch’s Hayley Bester, Grace
Graham and Sharada Tangirala
dominated in their singles matches 8-3, 8-0 and 8-3.
Baruch also won two of its
three doubles matchups with the
teams comprising Hayley Bester
and Sharada Tangirala, and Elizabath Mak and Grace Graham.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 20
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Board of trustees votes
to raise tuition by $200
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
Members of CUNY Rising Alliance, a coalition of 33 CUNY
advocacy groups, continued their
protest of the tuition hikes that
started roughly an hour earlier in
the 25th Street Plaza. While they
were mostly silent for the first 16
minutes of the meeting, the crowd
erupted in chants of “Hey hey! Ho
Ho!/Tuition hikes have got to go!”
just as Chancellor James Milliken
was about to give his report.
After repeated warnings and
attempts by Chairperson William
Thompson to quiet the crowd,
security did a sweep of the room
and expelled protesters and nonprotesters alike. Among those
thrown out were members of the
University Student Senate and
reporters from The Ticker. It was
unclear what methods were used
to determine who to remove from
the room, as a few people were
allowed to stay. When a Ticker reporter asked if it was because he
was under the age of 25, a security
guard responded that “That’s pretty much it.” However, those not
protesting were quickly allowed
back into the room.
From there, the meeting continued.
In an address to the board,
Vice Chancellor for Budget and
Finance Matthew Sapienza outlined some features of the university request, including a way to
offer CUNY students discounted
MetroCards. The level of funding
New York City gives to CUNY has
not changed since 1995, said Sapienza, and CUNY would be asking
for $29 million more from the city
in the request.
Although tuition would be going up at the senior colleges, as-

serted Sapienza, students would
be contributing less to the overall
budget of CUNY as more funding
would hopefully be coming from
the city. As it stands in the 2018
fiscal year, state aid constitutes 53
percent of the budget, while undergraduates supply 16 percent
and the city provides 12 percent.
In the new budget, students would
provide 15 percent while city support would expand to 14 percent.
Tuition would not be raised at
the CUNY community colleges, if
it could be helped. While tuition
at the senior colleges is low compared nationally to other colleges,
CUNY community college tuition
is higher than other community
colleges nationally, explained Sapienza. A tuition freeze has been
in effect for the past two fiscal
years at the community college
level, something that would be extended in the new budget.
Other resolutions passed by the
board include providing in-state
tuition for the current academic
year to students from Puerto Rico
and the U.S. Virgin Islands after
the devastation caused by hurricanes Irma and Maria, and to review the student activity fee at all
CUNY colleges in order to make
necessary adjustments.
The newest member of the
board, USS Chairperson John Aderounmu, spoke out in regard to
the student activity fee, asserting
the wish of USS to assemble a task
force of students and administrators to oversee the fee’s overhaul.
While the board declined to officially amend the item, the USS’
wishes for representation would
be taken into account, assured
Thompson. Then, the board entered executive session, concluing
the public part of the meeting.

CUNY Rising Alliance
protests tuition hikes
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
“It is wrong that New York state,
this rich state in this richest of
cities, that this rich state will not
provide the funding that’s needed so that students have totally
free access to CUNY. And so that
your classes are staffed fully, so
that there are enough counselors,
enough professors, enough folks
in the library, enough spaces in
the lab. There is no reason in this
rich state that that should not be
true. And right now, on Governor
[Andrew] Cuomo’s desk, is a bill
that would provide steady — every
year, not just this year, every year
— funding to cover the increases
… normal increases at CUNY,”
Bowen said during the rally.
“We want our trustees to take a
strong stand and tell the governor
that he must sign that bill. So far,
we have not seen the trustees taking that stand,” the PSC president
continued.
According to the student profile
statistics released by CUNY in the
Fall 2015 semester, 38.5 percent of
CUNY students have a household
income of less than $20,000. In addition, 30.2 percent of CUNY students work at paid jobs for more
than 20 hours a week.
Protesters also called on Cuomo to sign off on the enhanced
Maintenance of Effort bill, which
was passed by both the New York
State Assembly and Senate in the
final days of legislative session
earlier this year. The bill, if passed,
would increase New York state’s
investment in public higher education, but it must be signed by
Cuomo in order to become a law.
According to PSC, the current version of the MOE bill, which “provides essentially flat funding, re-

quiring that State allocation for the
public universities be no less than
it was in the prior year,” does not
do enough to cover the necessary
overhead associated with keeping the university system running,
such as rent, energy and other operating costs.
Other chants heard at the rally
included “What do we want?/
CUNY for all!/When do we want
it?/Now!” and “Governor Cuomo,
can’t you see?/CUNY needs more
money/Increasing tuition is not
the way/Sign college MOE today.”
According to Alliance for Quality Education member Maria Bautista, tuition hikes hurt CUNY’s
black and brown students most.
“My last semester at the City
College of New York, I owed $800,
and they would not let me register
for the semester. $800,” said Bautista, who graduated from CCNY
10 years ago and now teaches in
the Silberman School of Social
Work at Hunter College. She further detailed how she could not
pay this extra amount of money,
and that a professor at CCNY had
to help her get the fee waived.
"And these are the same obstacles
that our black, brown and poor
students are facing today. And we
need this racist attack to stop. Today,” said Bautista.
“… While I was at City College
they attacked CUNY students with
the same nonsense: a tuition hike.
And time after time, it is black and
brown low income students that
have to bear the burden of getting
a high quality education. Is this
right?” Bautista asked the crowd of
protesters, who subsequently responded with a resounding “No!”
After about one hour of rallying, the protesters entered Baruch
in order to attend the meeting.

CUNY Board of Trustees meeting
ignites objections over tuition hikes
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The protest began around 3 p.m., with protesters chanting to the beat of a drum and walking in the 25th Street Plaza.
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The board began its meeting around 4:30 p.m., with Chairperson William Thompson leading the proceedings.
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Protesters were asked to leave the meeting around 16 minutes in after making a prolonged disruption of the meeting.
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The capital budget request includes a number of items for improvements to Baruch's infrastructure, pictured above.
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LGBTQ+ Community Resource Center receives bigger room
BY JONATHAN SPERLING
MARKETING DIRECTOR
Students venturing into the
Newman Vertical Campus’ Room
3-241, better known as Baruch College’s Health and Wellness Center,
will find something missing from
the three-office suite — the LGBTQ+ Community Resource Center.
The center officially relocated
to NVC 3-216 on Oct. 25, giving Baruch’s LGBTQ community a larger
and much needed space on campus.
“For a long time, we have been
saying that we need more space,”
said Gabe Roman, who served as
president of the Gender, Love and
Sexuality Spectrum of Baruch from
Fall 2016 to Spring 2017. “Ever
since I was a freshman, we have
needed more space. In the old resource room, we had about 12 seats
and then two or three people could
sit on the floor, which is uncomfortable.”
Roman added that the old room
was often crammed, with up to 25
students on slower days, and up to
35 during busier times — such as
during club hours on Tuesday and
Thursday.
Although the new resource
room also contains 12 seats, the
larger floor space can accommodate more seating and new furniture.
Roman also noted that the
change is beneficial for more than
just users of the resource center.
“Because we have so many
people, we can get pretty loud, and
because Health and Wellness [Center] is an office space, it just didn’t
really mesh well. We’re totally tight
with Health and Wellness, they’re
awesome people. But it just wasn’t
the right location for us, I feel,” said
Roman, who is currently serving as
the Chairperson of LGBTQ History
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The new LGBTQ+ Community Resource Center is located in Room 3-216 after moving out of its space in the Heath and Wellness Center, or Room 3-241, on Oct. 25.
Month.
“If Health and Wellness ever
needed to have a meeting and
close their door, you’re essentially
locking people out of the Resource
Room, which, again, doesn’t mesh
well,” Roman continued.
Although no students have a
key to the new resource room as
of press time, the room is opened
in the morning by members of the
custodial staff, and then locked at
the end of the day.
“[The new room] is more accessible for all students. Before, it was

kind of hard to tell people where
the room was. It was like, ‘walk inside and there’s a closet, and that’s
where the gays meet,’” said current
G.L.A.S.S. Vice President Cassandra Castelant, referring to how the
old resource center was nestled
on the right side of the Health and
Wellness Center.
“This is more accessible and
has a friendlier atmosphere. You
can walk by, poke your head in and
come out,” she continued.
Castelant also echoed Roman’s
point, stating that, “even though

there’s not a lot of active members [of G.L.A.S.S.], there’s a lot of
people who frequent the room just
everyday. We need more room; it
used to be so crowded during club
hours. Now all this extra space can
be filled up with more people.”
Although furniture and materials — from the old LGBTQ+ Community Resource Center — were
left in a pile in the center of the new
room, upon first moving in, users
of the room quickly settled in and
made themselves at home by the
end of the day.

The resource center now features loads of LGBTQ flare, including a fully stocked library of LGBTQ
media, literature, games and supplies. A large whiteboard also exists in the room, sporting the dates
and times of upcoming G.L.A.S.S.
events.
Associate Director of Health
and Wellness Joy Allison declined
to comment on the new resource
center room. Dean of Students Art
King did not respond to The Ticker’s
request for comment as of press
time.

Baruch College graduate vies for seat in US House of Representatives
BY YELENA DZHANOVA
EDITORINCHIEF
He claims that he is “not involved in politics,” but Costa Michailidis has always been a public
servant. He graduated from Baruch College in 2009 with a degree
in economics from the Weissman
School of Arts and Sciences.
Now Michailidis is pursuing a
seat as an independent candidate
in the U.S. House of Representatives.
Upon graduating from the
Bronx High School of Science and
receiving acceptances to both the
Macaulay Honors College program
and the University of California,
Santa Barbara, Michailidis faced a
critical decision. Though California’s beaches and weather enticed
him, he chose Macaulay for the
full-tuition scholarship.
When he graduated from Baruch, the country had just gone
through the 2008 financial crisis. In
his senior year, Michailidis took an
economics class with a professor
who incorporated daily newspapers into the curriculum. The professor assigned students to analyze
articles about the economic recession from major newspapers.
Michailidis said his academic
experience became an “economics
lab” and “there was a tremendous
amount of learning that happened
in that last year at Baruch just in
economics — not just for me, but
for economists who were going
through this and not understanding why this was happening and
which factors were at play and why
they couldn’t predict this.”
During his time at Baruch, Michailidis traveled abroad to Brazil
and Turkey with AIESEC to attend
international conferences. He grew
up in Queens — what he called the
“global village” — and was constantly surrounded by people of

different backgrounds. Both his local and global experiences, he said,
added to his understanding of different cultures.
At the startup company Innovation Bound, he works as a consultant with scientists, helping them
solve problems creatively. In fiveday workshops, a group of scientists come up with project and research ideas to solve specific problems. The group worked with NASA
to rethink how to use biosignatures
in the search for life beyond Earth,
for example. His team worked on
social equities, engineering sciences, railroad security and nuclear
proliferation.
Now as he campaigns for a seat
in the U.S. House of Representatives, he hopes to transfer what he
does at work to his political candidacy.
“It has to be their issues. It can’t
be my issues. It has to be issues they
care about. So instead of going out
with talking points, we have to go
out with listening points. We listen
to people, we ask them what issues
are important to them,” Michailidis
said.
He got into politics by chance,
however. In the middle of the 2016
presidential election, his friend
found there was a lot of corruption in the way money influences
politics, which he wanted to fix.
His friend knew Michailidis cared
about the issue as well, so he
nominated him into Brand New
Congress, a committee for political actions formed by committee
members who worked for Bernie
Sanders.
He met with a staff member at
another political action committee,
who expressed interest in helping
Michailidis set up a campaign of
his own because he never considered a career in politics before. The
staff member indicated that they
thought career politicians were
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Michailidis became interested in government after ﬁnding that he wanted to ﬁx how money often inﬂuences politics.
problematic and congress would
function better if there were working people who served for a short
term and then left.
Michailidis agreed with this
mission. In an interview with The
Ticker, he said that to create longlasting jobs, the government must
comprise engagement in science,
engaging and entrepreneurship.
“Those lessons are from Baruch
— from economics classes, from
professors who knew what they
were talking about, from AIESEC,”
he said. “When AIESEC put together an event and no one showed up,
you have to ask if people find what
you’re doing valuable.”

“I feel responsible. I feel like
someone has to do something
about it in whatever small way we
can,” he said.
“Even with the campaign, if
we don’t win, if we do the kinds
of things that unite people and
demonstrate what it’s like to listen
to people, if we engage issues and
actually do something about them
during the campaign, I think that’s
significant. It doesn’t have to be all
about winning.”
New York state elects 27 congressmen and women to the U.S.
House of Representatives. Each district that votes holds about 710,000
people, according to GovTrack.us,

a website created by a political activist for open government. Each
representative serves a two-year
term, introducing bills and serving
on committees.
Though he is excited to embark
on the campaign and hear different voices, Michailidis said that he
misses the time “when politics was
boring because it meant nothing
was going wrong.”
The next course of action is to
attract voices and attention.
“I would love to see boring public service — people getting the job
done. But I don’t know how to get
people excited about that,” Michailidis said.
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USG holds Oct. 24 senate meeting
USG CORRESPONDENT

BIANCA MONTEIRO
Baruch College’s Undergraduate Student Government held its
weekly senate meeting on Oct.
24, featuring presentations, appeals and the resignation of the
government’s treasurer. The meeting started with Chair of Finance
David Barros introducing the Baruch Roller Hockey Club. The club,
which previously failed to have its
last appeal approved by the board
of directors, presented a slideshow
to the table showing how it has
been functioning for the past five
years since its conception.
The Roller Hockey Club, because of its nature, operates completely off-campus. According to
the club, they were denied practice
and operations in Baruch’s Auxiliary Gym due to liability. The club,
because of this, has no other place
to practice and often only gets time
in the rink during tournaments.
Though around 90 percent of
the club’s budget goes to off-campus events, it has no cap on the
number of people allowed to participate in games. While students
may have to pay around $150 to
$200 for equipment in order to
play, the club maintains that it
never rejects students. In league
games, students are often switching on and off, with four players
always in the rink. This system allows many students to participate.
Following the Roller Hockey
Club’s presentation, Suzanna

Egan, the chair of appeals, began
her portion of the meeting. The
Student Veterans Association,
Thespian Club, the Bangladeshi
Student Association and The Grid,
among others, were presented
with their appeals.
The Student Veterans Association, whose appeals passed, is
sending three delegates to the Student Veterans National Conference
in San Antonio, Texas for a fournight stay in the pursuit of professional development and networking. The delegates, after their stay,
will be hosting a seminar on Feb. 8
that will be highlighting what they
learned during their conference,
in order to impart their knowledge
and have as many students benefit
from this experience as possible.
The Grid appealed for its “Rock,
Paper, Scissors Tournament” event
— a 32-person tournament that
the club hosts to help students
de-stress.
The Thespian Club was also
appealing for its upcoming largescale production that is completely student-run in The Bernie
West Theatre, dwarfing the size of
its production last year. The club
will be performing Next to Normal,
and will have five performances
from Dec. 4 to Dec. 8. There will be
no admission fee.
BSA appealed for its secondever “Mock Wedding” event, the
largest event the club offers. The
club was allocated money to secure decorators, who bring the
design of a real Bengali wedding to
Baruch. This year the bride will be
Samia Jalil with the groom being
Rahbir Haman.
Brandon Paillere, representative senator and chair of the newly
chartered arts committee, gave the
table a presentation about how
he is structuring the committee.
Paillere explained that his vision
for the committee included “me-

dium directors” in different fields
— such as music, performing arts
and fashion. The committee will
be focusing these directors to work
with pertinent clubs, as well as academic departments. These directors will also be required to host at
least one professional event, serving as a helpful resource for artistic
students within Baruch.
Jasper Diaz, USG’s University
Student Senate delegate, presented
two resolutions to the table, looking for senate approval. Ultimately,
the table passed both of the resolutions, including a proposal for a
CUNY-wide student activity fee revisionary task force, and a push for
green energy alternatives in CUNY.
Following
this,
Treasurer
Ehtasham Bhatti announced his
resignation, effective Nov. 9. In his
brief statement, Bhatti described
the growing workload and issues
he was experiencing with both his
academic and social life, claiming
that USG and student life would
benefit from a better treasurer.
Following his resignation, the
executive board nominated Egan
as the table’s next treasurer — executive board vacancies do not
operate in the same manner that
senator or board vacancies do.
Soon after, she was confirmed by
a 14-1-2 table vote. The table then
discussed advertising the representative senator seat that Egan
would be leaving, which subsequently began the day after.
At next week’s meeting, the
table will be voting in an alternate
USS representative — a seat that
lacked representation since the
new USG was instated. The seat
has nine prospective applicants
thus far.
For more coverage of Treasurer
Ehtasham Bhatti’s resignation
and Chair of Appeals Suzanna
Egan’s nomination, see page 5.

MSA and WII give back
with 'Charity Week'
BY COURTNEY GERVAIS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
From Oct. 22 to Oct. 29, a series
of events took place in the Newman Vertical Campus lobby as part
of the Muslim Students Association and Woman in Islam’s “Charity Week” festivities. All events were
meant to raise money to support
the cause behind “Charity Week.”
Some of the events included a
bake sale, a food stall, an ice cream
social, a movie night, a carnival, a
comedy night, selling hijabs and
a henna event. All of these events
were successful, and many of
them, such as the bake sale and
food stall, sold out quickly after
they started, pushing the clubs
closer to their goal.
The carnival was one of the biggest events, and many students
from Baruch College’s and other
local schools’ MSAs were able to
attend and show support. Many
students also enjoyed getting henna painted on their hands, as well
as having opportunities to buy a
hijab and appreciate Muslim culture.
Inzamam Chowdhury, the
vice president of the Baruch MSA,
spoke about the events’ success.
The association aimed to raise as
much money as possible, but its
unofficial goal was $1,000 for the
cause. Other MSAs have already
raised around $700, and Chowdhury had high expectations for Baruch’s MSA as well.
MSA is not just an organization
at Baruch, but rather an international organization that exists primarily in the United Kingdom and
the United States. “Charity Week”
is an event that started in the United Kingdom, and now is a worldwide event that Baruch’s own club

chapter participates in.
The goal behind “Charity
Week” was to raise money for a
specific cause; this year the club is
raised money for orphans in Gaza,
Malawi, Myanmar, Somalia and
Yemen, and for refugees in Greece.
MSA clubs around the world compete and participate in “Charity
Week” as a unified front.
While it is a competition,
Chowdhury stated, “A lot of people
think ‘competition’ and they think
‘winning’, but we aren’t winning
for ourselves and I think that’s
great because [charity week] is for
someone else, you’re not thinking
about yourself.”
This year was the first year that
Baruch’s MSA participated in the
international “Charity Week.” In
the past, however, they conducted a charity month, among other
fundraising events. The winner of
“Charity Week” is recognized internationally, but even if a school’s
MSA does not win, it can still earn
recognition.
All of the MSAs are recognized
for participating, and Baruch’s
MSA was even posted on the international “Charity Week” Snapchat
story during its carnival event. As
Chowdhury said, there was no real
winner of “Charity Week,” and everyone pitched in for the cause to
help those in need.

All events were meant to
raise money to support
the cause behind
“Charity Week."

SHAP raises domestic violence awareness through series of events
BY SAHAR ILYAS
STAFF WRITER
In honor of October being Domestic Violence Awareness Month,
Baruch College’s Sexual Harassment and Assault Prevention Committee hosted a series of events.
SHAP focuses on topics such as
sexual assault, sexual harassment,
relationship violence and stalking.
The purpose of these events is to
teach students how to act if they are
a victim or know of someone who is
a victim to domestic sexual assault
or harassment, to educate the student population about on-campus
and off-campus resources and to
increase student involvement as a
means of spreading awareness.
The co-chairs of SHAP are Joy
Allison, who is the associate director of Health and Wellness, and
Brandy Peer, the associate director
for community standards. Allison
serves as a student services liaison
so that students do not have to go
to different offices and people to
get help. One reason behind this
is so students do not have to feel
uncomfortable retelling their story
to multiple people and can just say
it once instead. She provides them
with all the resources they need
and has connections with the other
offices. She is also in connection
with the Manhattan Family Justice
Center.
Both Allison and Peer, along
with Assistant Director of Student
Activities Crystal Tejada, were manning a table on the 2nd floor of the
Newman Vertical Campus on Oct.
26 during club hours. On the table
were many informative pamphlets
for students to take. One pamphlet
outlined the resources available
to any student on-campus such
as Public Safety, the Counseling
Center, the Dean of Students or the
Campus Intervention Team. It also
listed the off-campus resources
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Winners of the door-decorating competition were VSA, the Blue Notes and the Thespian Club, and will each receive a $100 co-sponsorship from Baruch's USG for events.
that are available to people outside
of the Baruch community, such as
hotlines to the New York City Alliance Against Sexual Assault and
the National Hotline for Crime Victims.
Another pamphlet listed statistics relating to domestic violence
and other forms of sexual harassment. About one in three women
are affected by sexual violence in
their lifetime and nearly one in six
men. In the United States, 20 people per minute are victims of physical violence by an intimate partner.
These numbers are only based on
those people who have reported
the crimes that have been done
against them, the numbers could
be drastically different if those
who have been affected but are too
afraid to speak up, reported the incidents.
Students were encouraged to
step up to the table, take pamphlets
and sign up to enter a raffle to win
Baruch paraphernalia. There was
also a big stack of purple sticky

notes on the table. These were for
the “Stick It To Love” project in recognition of domestic and intimate
partner violence awareness. “Stick
It To Love” is part of the One Love
campaign and its goal is to identify the difference between healthy
and unhealthy relationships. The
purpose of the sticky notes was for
students to write what they think
“Love Is” and what “Love Is Not”
and then stick it on a rolling board.
The board was covered entirely in
purple, and on the left side people
wrote what “Love Is” — “love is
respecting each other” and “love
is co-dependence, happiness and
caring greatly about someone.” The
right side of the board was covered
with what “Love Is Not” — it is not
“putting your partner down and
making them feel unimportant”
and it is not “inflicting ultimatums,
causing fear, emotional abuse or
making someone feel worthless.”
More information about this campaign can be found on www.joinonelove.org.

Earlier the same day, SHAP
hosted a club door-decorating contest. The committee challenged all
clubs to decorate the door of their
club suite in purple in recognition of Domestic Partner Violence
Awareness month. There were
three requirements to be qualified
for the competition: the door must
be purple, there must be a minimum of three facts on domestic or
intimate partner violence and all
doors must have the hashtags #BePurple and #StickItToLove. Since
clubs share a suite, each club that
participated in its door decorating
and was part of the winning team
received a $100 co-sponsorship
from Baruch’s Undergraduate Student Government. Judging the
competition were three people —
Nastia Gorodilova, the training and
technical assistance coordinator at
the NYC Alliance Against Sexual
Assault; Arvis Chen, the USG chair
of clubs and organizations and Gloria Nyaega, a graduate student who
is a member of the Zicklin Women

in Business. The clubs were scored
based on visual impact, craftsmanship, completeness, creativity and
originality. The winning three clubs
were the Vietnamese Student Association, the Blue Notes and the
Thespian Club.
SHAP will continue to be visible on campus and, in November,
there will be a Bystander Intervention Program to give people the
tools and tips they need in order to
help victims of sexual assault and
domestic violence. Its biggest event
will be in April, which is Sexual Assault Awareness Month, and will be
called Denim Day.
Denim Day is in honor of a
young Italian girl who was sexually
assaulted by her driving instructor.
In court, it was ruled that the assault had to have been consensual
because the girl was wearing tight
jeans that would not have been able
to be removed without her own free
will. This international event is to
promote support for sexual assault
victims.
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Baruch College Democrats debates Right Wings on NYC issues
BY SAMUEL LIFF
OPINIONS EDITOR
On Oct. 26, the Baruch College
Democrats and the Baruch College
Republicans, held their second annual debate in Room 2-125 of the
Newman Vertical Campus. The debate was centered around issues
relating to New York City, and the
debaters from the College Democrats and the College Republicans,
also known as The Right Wings,
represented their respective party’s
candidate in the mayoral election:
Bill de Blasio for the College Democrats and Nicole Malliotakis for the
Right Wings.
“[Debates] hopefully allow people to make informed decisions,”
said Brian Zumba, the debate’s
moderator and a student in the
Marxe School of Public and International Affairs.
“For those who are in the middle or undecided and don’t know
which candidate to support based
on how they feel on the issues, debates really offer them a chance to
see how the candidates respond
to real-life scenarios and real-life
questions,” Zumba concluded.
Zumba, who is active locally in the
politics of his neighborhood of Corona, was also the moderator of the
first debate last year.
For the first half of this year’s
debate, participants tackled questions pertaining to budgeting,
taxes, transportation and housing
before Zumba called intermission.
Much of the discussion revolved
around the “summer of hell,” or
the delays that plagued the Metropolitan Transportation Authority
system, as well as zoning laws and
gentrification.
The second half consisted of
questions submitted by the audience, with topics including New
York City’s status as a sanctuary
city, the closing of Rikers Island

and the candidacy of Richard “Bo”
Dietl, a former New York City Police Department detective. The
question of Dietl’s candidacy was
received with laughs by the participants and several “Big Bird” jokes, a
reference to Dietl telling Democrat
Sal Albanese, a former contestant
for mayor, to “kick Big Bird’s ass”
during his debate with incumbent
de Blasio in August.
Toward the end of the debate,
participants addressed what Zumba referred to as the “pay-to-play
culture” in New York politics with
both sides identifying various instances of corruption throughout
the city’s recent history.
What both sides agreed on,
however, was the importance of
holding open debates. “Both sides
tend to learn something from
[them],” said Vincent Gangemi, a
public affairs major, and president
of The Right Wings. “Even if they
don’t end up agreeing, they find
new perspectives, and they’re able
to form better opinions in the end.”
Gangemi’s club works to give
conservative students a platform
that he claims they would not have
otherwise.
“Students, oftentimes, despite
the model that college is offered as,
don’t have a voice in class if they’re
conservative. So when we hold
events like this, we feel that the students generally feel like they’re being heard at last. Our model is we
want to both serve the people who
are passionate, who want to work in
politics or a [nonprofit] and need us
to find them internship opportunities, but we also want to serve students who have majors not related
to political science at all and just
want to come maybe once a month
to an event and get their opinions
across,” said Gangemi.
“I think this is a great opportunity to increase political involvement on-campus and inspire peo-
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The Baruch College Democrats and The Right Wings hosted their second-ever debate from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. on Oct. 26.
ple to get more involved,” claimed
Isik Basarir, a human resources
management major and president
of the Baruch College Democrats
who also debated on behalf of her
club. “Also,” added Basarir, ”it’s a
good platform for college students
to voice their opinions and, especially for CUNY and public school
students, I think it’s even more important.“
“For one,” Basarir said, “it seems
that Baruch students lean more
toward the right instead of the left
and our biggest challenge is to get

people to realize that the Democratic Party is on the immigrants’
side and on the side of lower-income families — not the Republicans.”
The Baruch College Democrats host and promote numerous
events throughout the year that allow networking opportunities for
young adult Democratic voters and
political organizers.
On Oct. 19, the club held a
stump speech competition for
young, aspiring politicians and
public officials, alongside Baruch’s

chapter of IGNITE, an organization
that seeks to increase political participation and power among women college students.
The mayoral election will occur
on Nov. 7 alongside a number of
elections for local seats in the city
and state legislatures. Voter registration forms are available yearround at the Office of Student Life
in NVC 2-210. Current voter registration status is public record and
can be checked on the website for
the New York State Board of Elections.

Bhatti resigns as USG treasurer, Egan prepares to assume his seat
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
Bhatti’s last working day as treasurer will be on Nov. 9, directly following the board of directors meeting.
Bhatti’s resignation comes after
a three-year tenure in USG. His career in student government started
his freshman year with his involvement in the appeals committee,
where he became vice chair after
a semester. Following that, he was
a representative senator for two
years, being named vice president
of legislative affairs in the second
year.
In an interview with The Ticker,
Bhatti explained: “When I first took
on the role of treasurer, when I was
sworn into office and everything in
between … I did have high hopes
for myself, just to be able to foster
club life and better the financial
and fiscal processes between administration, students and clubs.”
He went on to say that, as the
semester drew on, his familial
and academic obligations became
more overwhelming and, with an
internship offer at Baker Tilly this
winter, the position would be better
suited for someone who can commit more to the role.
In an official statement, Executive President Isabel Arias stated:
“Serving as treasurer for the Undergraduate Student Government
is an extremely time-consuming
job. Unfortunately with his current and upcoming commitments,
Ehtasham didn’t feel he was able to
continue adequately in the role. We
are extremely thankful for the contributions Ehtasham has offered in
his time as treasurer, and the help
he has offered to give during our
transition into bringing in our new
treasurer.”
Assistant Director of Student
Life Savanna Ramsey commented
on the training that USG treasurers
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Egan, the chair of appeals, has been nominated by the executive board to serve as the new executive treasurer for USG, leaving a representative senator seat open.
are required to go through, which
includes the student getting in
contact with the previous treasurer
and the bursar in order to prime
themselves for the position. Since
treasurers are essentially responsible for the budgets of around 100
clubs and the massive operational
and programming budgets of USG
itself, the position is among one
of the most difficult on the board.
Ramsey says, “Upfront, there’s
quite a bit of initial training but
anyone in this role continues to receive training and has weekly or biweekly meetings with Student Life
to check in and assist in any necessary way.”

During the weekly senate meeting, the executive board — which
includes Arias, Executive Vice
President Derny Fleurima and Executive Secretary Andrea Valverde
— nominated Egan as the next
treasurer for USG. Egan, who is currently a representative senator and
the chair of appeals, accepted the
nomination.
She was confirmed by the table
with a vote of 14-1-2.
In this circumstance, the table
forgoes the election process that is
typically associated with representative senator and board positions
in order to speed things up and
make sure that there was no mo-

ment in which the role of treasurer
was empty.
Vice Chair of Appeals Emma
Jorgensen will be serving as interim
chair of appeals until a new chair is
elected.
The USG Constitution states —
in Article 8, Section 4d — that “prior to any vacancy being filled, there
must be at least two (2) weeks public notice made and addressed to
the Undergraduate Student Body.”
In the case of usual in-house elections, this results in USG sharing a
post to its social media platforms,
like Facebook or Instagram, urging
students who fit the requirements
to apply for the position. According

to Ramsey, public notices "include
but are not limited to meeting minutes, social media or newspaper
postings.”
Notice has been made of the
treasurer position resignation on
Facebook, along with the link to the
USG website — www.usg-bearcat.
com. In the post, students were also
provided with instructions on how
to access the recently published
meetings of the last three weeks.
The position of representative
senator is actively being marketed
in anticipation of the vacancy.
However, Egan still holds the position and will continue to do so until
Nov. 9.
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Board of trustees must listen to
CUNY presidents' testimony
During the CUNY Board of Trustees meeting on Oct. 23, Chairperson William Thompson proposed to have one or two presidents from
every CUNY campus present a brief president’s report at each meeting,
instead of the current protocol of having every president attend every
meeting regardless of the circumstances. While Thompson believes this
is beneficial to the presidents because they are occupied with campus
demands, each president should be present at all meetings to express
their grievances and represent the students of their campus.
All presidents of CUNY campuses are present at board meetings.
However, presidents have little impetus to speak. This is frustrating, as
presidents cannot offer testimonies or express issues about their campuses. It is unfair to students because the appointed officials represent
the campuses they attend. Since presidents are not allowed to speak,
their students’ voices are also silenced.
Having two presidents at board meetings will not solve this issue.
Two representatives do not accurately represent the entire public university system. Instead, Thompson should allow each president of a
CUNY campus to speak at these meetings.
This raises the issue of time. The meeting was close to two and a half
hours long. Thompson pointed out that each president is engrossed
in managing their university and has a commitment to their jobs. He
stated that if the presidents have no specific reason to be at meetings,
then they should not have to be there. The CUNY Board of Trustees is
infringing on the presidents’ time. The presidents could be handling
their university issues instead of being at the committee meetings with
no purpose. Thompson’s concern about time is unreasonable. While
meetings are lengthy, giving each president a chance to briefly speak is
worthwhile because university issues are addressed. These presidents
are elected officials and students should hold them to these standards.
Thompson mentions that presidents have commitments outside
of committee meetings. Yet the Undergraduate Student Government
at Baruch College has weekly senate meetings on Tuesdays from 5:30
p.m. to 7:30 p.m. It is not unusual for these meetings to finish late. These
students also have commitments outside of USG, but they are still present at meetings because they are elected into office and represent the
Baruch College student population. If college students can make time
to address campus issues, then so can the CUNY Board of Trustees.
By allowing each president to share a brief update during meetings,
the CUNY Board of Trustees would be displaying their commitment to
CUNY students.

Editors must prioritize fact checking
Fact checking is an incredibly important aspect of accurate reporting. In a country where “fake news” and “alternative facts” have become
regular terms, it is essential that news outlets present factual evidence
and data in their stories to maintain credibility. For multiple media outlets, however, that has recently not been the case as gaffes in fact checking have blemished the credibility of multiple news outlets.
On Oct. 8, 2017, Fox News ran a story about John Garofalo, a man
who claimed to be a Navy SEAL veteran who served in the Vietnam
War and received 22 commendations for his service. Garofalo planned
to give President Donald Trump a handmade, glass presidential seal.
However, the claim that Garafolo was a SEAL was proven as false by
retired SEALS who discovered that he actually never served.
Garofalo was not actually the hero the network made him out to be.
The whole mess could have been avoided if the network had checked
their facts. Fox News finally redacted the story last week. It is extremely
important for news outlets to make sure that what they are reporting
is true, with its included facts confirmed by multiple sources. If the
truth is not clarified, the poor reporting can have an incredibly negative effect on the news outlet’s reputation and leave it scrambling to fix
its mistakes.
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Sexual assault cases rise to forefront
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
Women are often afraid to speak
out about their experiences for it
could jeopardize their career or
cause harsh criticism. They are told
to let it go or to stop dramatizing
their experiences.
Although Hill’s case was dismissed under the pretense that it
was more important to confirm
an African-American male to the
Supreme Court than hold men accountable for their unwanted sexual advances, both women and men
around the country showed support for her courage to speak out
against a common problem.
Recently, The New York Times
published an investigation into
studio executive Harvey Weinstein.
It was discovered that for decades,
Weinstein had been accused of
sexually harassing women in their
20s to late 40s, despite being a supporter of Hillary Clinton and taking
part in a women’s march.
It was recorded that he would
often ask women to massage him
or vice versa, or watch him shower;
he would also recount the number
of Hollywood actresses with whom
he had slept. It is astonishing that
this “Hollywood secret” has remained a secret for so long.
Executives in power have continued to ignore the accusations
against Weinstein and instead
made settlements to prevent any
unnecessary litigation that could
harm the reputation of the Weinstein Company or its employees.
In March 2015, Weinstein had

invited Italian model and aspiring actress Ambra Battilana to his
Tribeca office to discuss her career
opportunities. Within a few hours
the model had called the police
because Weinstein had grabbed
her breasts, asking if they were real,
and put his hand up her skirt. However, according to The New York
Times, the Manhattan district attorney’s office declined to try the case.
Weinstein made a payment to
Battilana, but his lawyers made it
clear that the settlement was a way
to make peace, not an acknowledgment of the accusation.
Later, when board members of
the Weinstein Company were pressuring Weinstein about the truth of
the allegations, Weinstein rebutted by insisting the women had set
him up.
The actress Alyssa Milano instigated the hashtag #MeToo, which
has trended across social media
over the last couple of weeks to
unite all sexual harassment victims,
both male and female. One notable
participant in the campaign, former Olympic gymnast McKayla
Maroney, shared her experiences
of sexual harassment perpetrated
by former USA Gymnastics doctor
Larry Nassar.
She claimed that the harassment started when she was 13 and
continued until she left the sport at
age 16.
Maroney said to CNN that Nassar would find any opportunity
to “treat” her. Maroney’s scariest
memory is when Nassar gave her
a sleeping pill on a flight to Tokyo

and she woke up in his hotel room
with only him inside.
Afterward, dozens of women
came forth about Nassar’s sexual
misconduct. Rachael Denhollander, a former gymnast with USA
Gymnastics, testified in court that
Nassar had sexually abused her
during five doctor’s visits in 2000.
According to CNN, “Denhollander said that Nassar put two fingers in her vagina at her first visit to
see him. Given Nassar’s esteemed
stature, she thought at the time that
it was intervaginal muscular work
… At a follow-up treatment, Nassar
unhooked her bra, rolled her onto
her side on the massage table and
put his hand on her left breast…”
Denhollander said, “I knew that
was sexual assault.”
Many Olympians who want to
achieve their dream of competing
are constantly having to endure
high measures of humiliation and
disgust to have the opportunity
to represent their country. By no
means is that fair or morally just.
There have been records of
sexual harassment and abuse dating back centuries, but women
and men alike are told to silence
their voices for the greater good of
society.
However, that benefits no one
and does not eliminate the problem. It is long overdue, but now in
the 21st century, sexual violators
are finally facing the consequences
for their actions.
-Heather Shah
Finance '21

False convictions must be compensated
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O

n Oct. 13, Lamonte McIntyre was released from
prison after being locked
away from society for over two decades. The issue with McIntyre’s
release lies in the fact that he was
falsely imprisoned and released
without any form of financial compensation or government assistance. McIntyre was imprisoned
in 1994 for a double homicide and
has not experienced life outside a
prison cell since then.
The world has changed significantly over the past two decades.
Technology has become an integral
part of daily life and has evolved
tremendously since 1994. McIntyre
was locked away in a world without
an iPhone, or even a phone capable
of performing tasks outside of calling and texting. For the students at
Baruch College, many of whom are
studying business in some form,
technology plays a critical role in
finding a job today. Having been
cut off from the outside world for
so long, McIntyre will certainly

struggle to adapt to modern life,
especially when attempting to find
a job.
Being isolated from modern society for even as little as a year can
be staggering. To be thrown back
into this advanced society after 20
years can downright shocking. McIntyre does not have the luxury of
state help, job training or money to
get him back on track in life. Since
the police and prosecution are
heavily protected, suing them will
prove to be a bigger challenge than
most would expect. The majority of individuals faced with similar circumstances walk away with
nothing.
The state is responsible for putting people behind bars when there
is evidence to prove guilt to a jury
beyond a reasonable doubt. Everyone makes mistakes, including the
government; however, the institution should be held accountable for
its mistakes. In this case, it clearly
was not. Over 30 percent of states
offer zero compensation for wrong-

ly incarcerated individuals. These
people had their lives taken away
from them because of an oversight.
The consequences of these accusations, regardless of their validity,
are severe and irreversible. Being
falsely accused can ruin an individual’s family life, reputation and
future job prospects. Companies
are wary of hiring someone who
was previously incarcerated, even
if that person was proven innocent
in the end.
It is unjust to release someone
who has been locked away for years
without any form of assistance. No
matter how educated or adapted a
person is, re-entering modern society after years of incarceration is
unavoidably shocking. This should
not be handled alone with no form
of government support or compensation. While a human life cannot
be measured monetarily, it is certainly not valueless.
-Katarzyna Borkowska
International Business '20
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New California pet store regulations Classic Lee novel opens
create new lives for shelter animals censorship controversy

O

ne of the best parts about
passing a pet shop as a
child was being able to
look at the puppies in the window.
Many can remember pressing their
face up to the glass and watching
the puppies tumble over each other as their parents tried to tug them
away. Children today still do this,
few of them realizing where these
puppies come from. Unfortunately, most of them probably came
from puppy mills. Puppy mills are
large-scale breeding facilities and
it is necessary for their regulations
to tighten up considerably.
Puppy mills are different from
private breeders in that they do
not really care about strong breed
lineage or healthy animals; they
just want to breed as many puppies as possible in order to make
more money.
The conditions of the mills
are often inhumane and the dogs
are treated terribly until they are
sold to pet shops, which enjoy the
cheaper prices puppy mills offer.
Dogs that do survive these mills
and live to adulthood are often riddled with medical problems.
People often boycott pet shops
that they know use puppy mills in a
firm refusal to support that industry. But doing that is not enough to
shut down the huge businesses.
There needs to be some sort of
lawful regulation. Gov. Edmund
Gerald Brown Jr. of California has
recently passed legislature that will
put a significant dent in the profits
puppy mills make and also hurt the
pockets of private breeders. The
latter are harmful in their own way
because of their steep prices and
because they promote deformities
in the dogs if they breed animals
that are too closely related.
The new law tackles both of

these problems while also helping
animals in need.
Starting in the beginning of
2019, pet shops in California will
be required to work with shelters
and rescues to sell rescue cats,
dogs and rabbits. For every animal in violation of this law, the pet
shop will be fined $500. This will
help transition to the point where
all of these animals are required
by law to be adopted out of shelters. The law will give the animals a better chance of finding a
forever home.
One of the directors of the local
chapter of the American Society
for the Prevention of Animal Cruelty discussed the gradual process
the governor is supporting. She remarked that it encourages people
to give shelters a chance.
By waiting until 2019 to enact
the law, animal enthusiasts will be
able to educate those looking to
adopt animals and prepare them
for the challenges and joys of owning a pet.
There is a popular stigma about
shelter animals being sickly or
poorly tempered and this law will
help lessen that. There is also a notion that purebreds and puppies
cannot be found in shelters, but
this is also untrue.
Shelter pets are just as good
and deserving of love as any animal bought from an independent
seller.
Animal shelters also differ from
pet shops in the staffing. They often have volunteers who genuinely
love animals and want what is best
for them.
The volunteers take time to get
to know the personalities of these
animals and can help figure out
what homes and types of people
are best suited for them. This en-

sures that the animals and owners
have the best chance of a successful and happy arrangement.
Not everyone is crazy about
this law, with pet stores being the
main opponents. They believe the
law will put them out of business.
However, this is not necessarily
true since the stores can still sell
other types of animals. Pet store
owners also say the law takes away
people’s choices if they want a specific breed. This may then cause
them to look for worse ways to get
what they want.
The American Kennel Club was
a surprising opponent, stating that
the law will lead to more people
getting pets that are incompatible
with them. This will result in the
animals being returned back to
the shelters. However, an important distinction is that the law does
not make it illegal to buy from private breeders, so people still have
that option.
California is the first to have a
law like this, although over 200 cities and counties across the country
have bans on breeding organizations like puppy mills and kitten
factories.
When the law is enacted in
2019, it will hopefully prove to be
incredibly successful. That will
spur more states to adopt similar
laws and encourage more potential pet owners to adopt shelter
animals.
California taxpayers will be
happy to know that this should reduce the $250 million they spend
on housing and euthanizing shelter animals every year. With luck,
New York will soon pass similar
laws with little opposition.
-Jessica Kraker
English/History '18

T

he Harper Lee classic To Kill
a Mockingbird was recently
removed from a school district’s reading curriculum in Biloxi,
Mississippi because of language
that “makes people uncomfortable.” Frankly, people are getting
so touchy about every little thing
that they are often missing out on
the bigger picture.
To Kill a Mockingbird is a heartfelt book about the importance of
not judging people based on their
race or outside appearance, all of
which outweigh the possible offense people may take from the
racist language.
To Kill a Mockingbird is an easily understood and straightforward
book that teaches children numerous important life lessons. The
classic piece of U.S. literature tells
the story of a young girl growing
up in the South during the 1930s,
who is confronted with questions
about race. Beside the racial slurs
used in the book, there are some
controversial plot elements, particularly a black man being on trial
for raping a white woman.
The novel teaches kids on a
fundamental level to accept everyone, despite what others are doing, which is an important lesson
especially in this day and age.
Though the book may have
some offensive terms and topics,
its overall message is crucial for
students to learn.
By eliminating the book from
the curriculum and ignoring an issue that is unfortunately still present, schools are doing nothing to
fix the problem of discrimination
or help students understand and
learn about it. Shying away from
speaking about race is not going
to make it go away and this book
is a great outlet to speak about this

type of issue.
In everyday life and modern
culture, the offensive words and
controversial topics featured in
the book are often present. Children are going to be faced with
things in life that will make them
uncomfortable. That is no reason
to stop them from reading a novel
as important as Lee’s. School districts cannot keep children oblivious to world problems forever;
many times children know more
than adults think they do.
When the book was written,
phrases now considered offensive were common and not put
in by Lee maliciously. Within the
proper context and with an explanation from a teacher, it is unreasonable to think that anyone
would be offended by Lee’s word
choices. However, if someone was
hurt by the words, they would notice that the content of the book is
not meant to be racist at all once
they continue reading it. On the
contrary, the book is focused on
revealing the problems with race.
There are so many cases in
which people get offended from
actions and words that were clearly unintentional. It should not be
necessary to be forced to walk on
eggshells to avoid offending everybody. It is understandable to
be offended in some cases, but not
in the case of Lee’s classic novel.
Schools should take the opportunity to discuss race with students
in order to help them better understand the topic. To Kill a Mockingbird is the perfect platform for
them to do so and schools are
wasting this opportunity by taking
it off their required curriculum.
-Estelle Saad
Marketing '21
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Amazon considers moving into the prescription drug market
BY KLAUDIA CZARNOCKA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Amazon, the e-commerce and
cloud computing company, is looking to enter the $560 billion pharmaceutical industry in the next
year or two, posing threats to current major players. The stock prices
of CVS Health and The Walgreens
Company dropped almost immediately after Amazon’s announcement, about 4 percent overall. Recently, analysts have claimed that
they always expected Amazon to
enter this industry. The company
has already begun hiring healthcare professionals, according to a
report from CNBC’s Christina Farr.
However, the pharmaceutical
industry has multiple barriers to
entry. Among them are Food and
Drug Administration regulations
and existing competitors who offer
face-to-face interaction between
patients and pharmacists, something that Amazon lacks. The fact
that most prescriptions are handled
digitally is a boon to Amazon. This
would allow them to not establish
physical locations, like drug stores,
which would cost money. However,
the lack of personal interaction has
its pros and cons.
Studies have shown that faceto-face interactions have improved
patients’ comprehension concerning how to properly ingest the
drugs they have been prescribed.
Drugs cannot be treated like
the common products Amazon
sells, items that can be returned or
exchanged, and that are not critical to people’s health and living
standards. If they are to enter this

market, Amazon must be willing
to treat drugs with the proper care
and scrutiny that they require. C.
Michael White, a pharmacy professor at the University of Connecticut, holds the opinion that Amazon
is not a good candidate to enter the
pharmaceutical industry. Another
major obstacle for any pharmaceutical company is the FDA.
As a regulatory agency, the FDA
dictates how companies like CVS
and Walgreens handle their operations and what drugs they can sell
to the public. Amazon will have to
carefully take the FDA’s regulations
into consideration and measure
any risks they may incur.
If the FDA demands a difficult
or unpredictable change, Amazon
needs to be able to react and adjust
to it. The high level of complexity
involved in the drug supply chain
makes this difficult for long-standing drug companies, but it will be
even more difficult for a company
that is just entering the market and
has no experience.
A lack of proper cybersecurity
practices and protocol could also
become a major issue. In recent
news, Whole Foods Market Inc.,
recently acquired by Amazon, experienced a data breach. Situations
of this nature occur in the pharmaceutical industry as well, and Amazon has to be prepared to respond
quickly and effectively.
Despite all of these challenges, there is a growing consensus
that Amazon could perform quite
well when it comes to health care.
Amazon has a stellar reputation
as a company. It has a large internet presence, and it is a common
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Amazon wants to revolutionize the pharmaceutical industry by delivering prescription drugs to a majority of U.S. homes.
household name. The company already has a large delivery system in
place, which puts it ahead of chains
like Walgreens and CVS. It would
not be a large stretch for Amazon to
move from delivering books and movies to delivering prescription drugs.
Currently, drug delivery services do exist, but they are mainly tailored to cancer patients and those
who are suffering from more serious conditions. Amazon’s presence
would expand these services to the
majority of consumers, allowing
those with less serious health issues to have their medicine delivered to their front door. Rob Marino, a Baruch student, likes the idea

of getting his prescriptions filled
online. He really likes how Amazon’s foray into the pharmaceutical
industry could seriously assist others who need it.
“So many Americans are either
too old or too sick to go get a prescription and something like this
could be just what they need,” Marino said.
Amazon will be stating their decision by Thanksgiving this year, as
stated by CNBC.
According to Fortune, the pharmaceutical industry accounts for
almost 18 percent of U.S. gross
domestic product. This industry
also offers fairly stable and certain

growth. If Amazon were to enter
this industry, it could make a lot of
money by tapping into an unrealized goal: delivery of prescription
drugs to ordinary Americans.
The most important question
concerns exactly how Amazon will
attempt to enter this field. The most
reasonable options include either
starting from scratch or working
with another company. Goldman
Sachs Group, Inc. analysts predict
that Amazon will begin entering
the market by partnering with a
pharmacy benefits manager, which
is an intermediary between healthcare consumers and producers, according to CNBC.

Mattress startup Casper attains $750 million valuation in 5 years
BY JAHVON MEADOWS
BUSINESS EDITOR
Since launching in 2014, Casper,
a direct-to-consumer mattress
company, has grown from a small
startup to a company with over 250
employees in multiple countries
and hundreds of millions of dollars
in annual sales. Within the last four
years, the company has risen to a
$750 million valuation.
The company’s co-founders, Jeff
Chapin, Gabriel Flateman, Philip
Krim, Neil Parikh and T. Luke Sherwin, met each other at a startup
accelerator in New York City, according to CNBC. Parikh, Sherwin
and Flateman already knew each
other from working together in
e-commerce. The five quickly became friends and decided that they
wanted to disrupt the $14 billion
sleep industry.
Some of the co-founders already had relevant experience in
the industry. Krim founded The
Merrick Group, Inc. which owned
two websites dedicated to sleep
products like mattresses, pillows
and sheets. Parikh’s father was a
sleep doctor with connections to
sleep experts. Chapin had worked
at top design and consulting firm
IDEO, designing mattresses among
other things.
This prior experience, coupled
with Flateman’s knowledge of ecommerce and Sherwin’s background in building brands, formed
the basis for Casper’s creation.
According to Architectural Digest, Casper was founded during
what Parikh considers a critical period. At the time, the co-founders
believed that the mattress industry
was terrible and that the experience of purchasing a mattress was
similar to purchasing a used car.
Additionally, people were becoming more concerned with their

health and wellness. Consumers
were investing in health shakes and
wristbands that tracked their exercise, but there was no definite way
for them to invest in their sleep.
Casper wanted to simultaneously
disrupt the mattress industry and
deliver a product that assisted consumers with their wellness.
At the beginning, the company faced a myriad of challenges.
Casper struggled to acquire fundraising from technology investors
who were skeptical of the company’s potential for success. They
asked numerous questions, such
as how Casper would make selling
mattresses cool, how they could go
to market with only one mattress
and how they could sell mattresses, a product most people want to
try before they buy, with no retail
presence.
The company finally received
the necessary investment money
from Ben Lerer, the founder of
Thrillist Media Group and managing director of Lerer Hippeau Ventures. Like Casper’s co-founders,
Lerer believed that the mattress
industry needed change. His prior
experience in direct-to-consumer businesses like Warby Parker
helped him understand Casper’s
business model.
When
Casper’s
website
launched in 2014, the company
reached its 12-month target of $1.8
million in a mere 60 days. As a result, Casper quickly ran out of inventory. The business struggled to
find a manufacturer to produce its
mattresses quickly, since Casper
has a proprietary design it ships
directly to customers, unlike other
mattress brands.
The young startup suffered from
thousands of delayed deliveries,
which was especially detrimental for a company dependent on
referrals for sales growth. Casper
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Since 2014, Casper has become successful by focusing on innovative products and maintaining good relations with customers.
spent a lot of time trying to build
and acquire more inventory, create
factories and train others to make
its product. Parikh says that they
were caught off guard, but it was
ultimately a positive thing, as “it
taught us the importance of delivering great service to make up for
it,” according to Architectural Digest. The company decided to create a 70-person customer experience team, which Parikh considers
to be a “pillar of the brand.”
Numerous mattress startups
have emerged in recent years, including Sapira, Helix and Leesa.
But Casper is not overly concerned
with the rise of new competitors.

According to Parikh, since approximately 90 percent of mattresses are
bought in person, Casper could still
tap into a tremendous amount of
the market. He also says that running a successful mattress startup
does not simply consist of selling
mattresses in rectangular boxes
and building beautiful websites.
Parikh claims that Casper’s role
in disrupting the sleep industry
requires much more, like creating
the most innovative products, developing and maintaining a solid
relationship with customers and
having a well-funded research and
development team.
Casper has over 50 patents and

is currently developing innovative
products that regulate temperature, humidity and other factors. By
focusing on this area, Casper is trying to maintain its position as the
leader among its peers.
Some of the largest mattress
companies in the United States
have thousands of stores across the
country. However, this also comes
with large amounts of infrastructure and thousands of square feet
in each store, which Parikh considers inefficient. Instead, Casper
delivers its mattresses through delivery companies like UPS, paying a
fraction of the shipping costs for a
normal mattress company.
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Netflix exceeds expectations for 3rd quarter subscriber growth
BY FRANCIE ZELTSER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Netflix celebrated an excellent
end to its third fiscal quarter by taking home the second largest number of Emmys this year compared
to any other network. Netflix original shows and films were nominated for 91 awards, of which they
received 20.
The video streaming website’s
strong showing at the Emmys was
most likely the result of the company’s increased funding of original programming. The company
invested $7 billion into original
programming this year, compared
to $6 billion last year.
As a result of this success, Netflix
has announced its plans to invest
$8 billion into original programming. By 2018, its library will comprise of at least 50 percent original
programming. The company hopes
that this will help increase its revenue from subscribers.
Netflix’s increased emphasis on
original programming is a wise decision, as it could benefit the company in several ways. By creating
and distributing original programming to subscribers, Netflix will
have content to entice consumers
into purchasing subscriptions.
Original programming also
means that Netflix can sign fewer
licensing deals with film and television production companies for
their content.
Although developing content is
expensive, relying less on licensing
deals can save Netflix money in the
long run, as the company would
not have to pay royalties on selfdeveloped content.
Developing original programming that receives positive reviews
and wins awards serves to strengthen Netflix’s reputation in the entertainment industry. Finally, Netflix
can create specific programming

that it thinks will appeal to consumers, instead of relying on content from other producers that Netflix does not see as interesting to its
target markets.
Despite the surge in Netflix’s
growth, critics are skeptical as to
whether said growth is sustainable.
Netflix’s financial position does not
appear to be completely sound. For
example, the company’s total gross
debt has expanded from $1 billion
to $5 billion since 2014. Netflix is
committed to spending $15.7 billion on streaming content, up from
$12.3 billion one year ago.
Disney has announced it will
pull its selection of films and television shows from the video service’s
library so that by 2019, it can put
this content on its own streaming
service.
Networks such as Fox are also
removing their content from Netflix’s library. Netflix predicted
that other media companies will
do the same after seeing the success of streaming original movies
and shows.
To counteract this, Netflix
teamed up with some of the biggest
names in the entertainment industry, including Shonda Rhimes,
Chuck Lorre and Jerry Seinfeld, to
assist in creating more original programming. The company’s debts
may seem burdensome, but they
are necessary in helping to establish Netflix as a more independent
business.
Expansion costs in both developing more infrastructure and
moving to larger markets are substantial, but Netflix CEO Reed
Hastings claimed that those costs
will be passed to investors, not to
consumers.
He explained that investors are
willing to give Netflix more funding, which would allow the company to grow its subscriber base
and eventually become profitable
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Netﬂix is teaming up with some of the biggest names in the entertainment industry to create more original programming.
enough to offset these costs.
Not all of Netflix’s original programming has been profitable.
Shows such as “Sense8” and “The
Get Down” have cost the company
hundreds of millions of dollars.
Some investors are worried that
Netflix’s push to create more of its
own content will decrease each
original show or film’s quality.
Kelly Ngo, a Baruch College
student and Netflix fan, stated
her opinion on whether Netflix’s
growth is sustainable. “Netflix’s
shows are great, but sometimes it
can be an overwhelming amount.”
When asked about what it
should do to improve, she replied,

“They should try to acquire the
rights of popular shows they don’t
have and continue to improve their
own shows in production.”
Competitors have been keeping an eye on Netflix, fearing it
may eventually hold a monopoly
on streaming in the entertainment
industry. Netflix has significantly
higher numbers compared to other
streaming companies.
For example, Netflix has spent
much more on itself than other
streaming giants like Amazon,
which spent $4.5 billion and Hulu,
which spent $2.5 billion. To effectively compete with Netflix, these
companies may need to change

strategies.
Simran Kaur, a Baruch sophomore, said that as a Netflix user,
she is “enjoying shows daily, even
sometimes having to limit myself in
order to finish my work.” Many college students generally confess to
doing the same.
With the thousands of hours of
entertainment provided by Netflix,
subscribers can get the most out of
their dollar. As Netflix grows, it will
only become more entrenched in
our lives, but said growth will become increasingly dependent on
the company’s ability to develop
original programming that is reviewed positively.
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BPAC welcomes immersive conversations with golden portal
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
“Portals are gold spaces
equipped with immersive audiovisual technology. When you enter a Portal, you come face-to-face
with someone in a distant Portal
live and full-body, as if in the same
room,” advertised the website of
Shared_Studios, the developers of
the Portal.
Portals was invented by Amar
Bakshi, an artist who uses technology to help connect people globally. A Portal is meant to be a place
of cross-cultural interaction in all
its forms. Sometimes people play
games, hold parties or even share
meals together.
There are currently 24 active
Portals like this around the world,
including one in Times Square.
“Portals began as a daydream,”
wrote Bakshi on the Shared_Studios website. “We’ve all read stories about people walking through
a mirror, fireplace, cabinet, pond,
tollbooth, tree hole, rabbit hole
and so on…and emerging in another world, a different time,
another space.”
Visitors get to talk to individuals
from all over the world, including
refugees. Baruch_Portal connected
to Mexico City, San Pedro Sula in
Honduras and Erbil in Iraq.
The Portal’s curators guide visitors through the experience by facilitating conversations and acting
as translators. Visitors are encouraged to talk about their passions
and their daily lives. Individuals
often ask one another what they
are studying or what their favorite
foods are, keeping the conversa-

tions light. Curators encourage students not to talk about topics that
might be sensitive.
Located in the Newman Vertical
Campus lobby, Baruch_Portal remained open before and after performances of Arden/Everywhere,
playing from Oct. 8 to Oct. 28.
Reservations for the Portal
could be made online for free and
visitors were also welcome to step
in anytime the Portal was available.
So far, Baruch students have
reacted very positively to the
installation.
“I loved it,” said Natalie Fischetti, a Baruch senior. “I thought
this is so relevant to what I watch
on TV and what I read about.
You’re just finding this common
ground and it’s very humanizing
speaking to people that the media
wants to portray as this and that.
You get to speak one-on-one with
someone directly.”
“It’s a great way for us to connect cultures,” said Steven Cerquera, a former Baruch student.
Rami Mohammad is a curator
and computer science student at
the UNICEF-sponsored Erbil_Portal. He was born and raised in
Mosul, Iraq’s capital, but was displaced by fighting and now lives in
a refugee camp outside Erbil.
When asked about the Portal’s
purpose, he said, “The goal of this
Portal is to make a relationship between different communities and
different cultures. With the Portal
you can travel to any country in
a minute.”
Mohammad also added that
in the age of television and social
media, it is hard to get news that is
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The goal of Baruch_Portal is to create relationships between diﬀerent communities and cultures around the world.
always accurate, but the Portal
brings the real experiences of people to you.
Stanley Bahorek, a BPAC programming associate, recounted
some unique interactions the Portal produced.
“… Rami, he’s a rapper, so when
the students found that out, they
asked him if he would rap, and he
rapped in Arabic for them. They
talked about Hamilton, because he
was like ‘Yeah I know about Hamilton,’” Bahorek said.
“I witnessed a really incredible
conversation. It was the first day
of LGBTQ month and one of the

students had a rainbow flag and
we were connected with Iraq and
one of the guys asked ‘Oh, what
country does that flag represent?’
And the student was like, ‘Oh, it’s
not a country’ and then the conversation continued from there. It
was a really fascinating exchange,”
Bahorek added.
Curators at the Portal do a great
job in facilitating conversations.
However, reactions vary depending
on the people interacting, which is
part of what makes the experience
genuine.
“Some of them are very shy, so
they feel kind of uncomfortable.

But that’s also part of the project as
well,” said Baruch_Portal curator
Alejandro Veciana. “Everybody reacts differently to strangers.”
When asked about what it is like
for students to be able to speak to
refugees, Veciana said, “It’s a rare
opportunity to talk to some folks
who have been through that ...
You hear about it in the news and
you read about it, you know about
it, but talking to people over there
is nice.”
After exiting the Portal, visitors
were also given the option to write
about their experiences in the Portal’s visitor log.

Progressive metal supergroup debuts
promising album Psychotic Symphony
BY LUIS LUCERO
COMPILED BY MAXIM IBADOV
Justin Timberlake will headline
the Super Bowl halftime show on
Feb. 4 in Minneapolis. Timberlake
will become the first person to perform at the Super Bowl for a third
time. He first appeared in 2001 as
part of NSYNC, alongside Aerosmith and his former girlfriend
Britney Spears. The next time was
in 2004 with Janet Jackson, which
resulted in an infamous wardrobe
malfunction that barred Jackson
from ever performing on the Super Bowl stage again.
_______________________
P!nk’s new album Beautiful Trauma has debuted at No. 1
on the Billboard 200 chart, with
408,000 equivalent album units
earned — the biggest debut by a
female artist this year. Gucci Mane
debuts at No. 2 with Mr. Davis and
Beck closes the pedestal at No. 3
with Colors. Indie singer St. Vincent debuts at No. 10 with her album Masseduction — her highest
charting entry.
_______________________
The American Music Awards
will honor Diana Ross as the 2017
recipient of the Lifetime Achievement Award. A five-time AMAs
winner, Ross is a Motown legend.
Her career spans over six decades,
and gave the world hits such as
“I’m Coming Out,” “Endless Love”
and “Ain’t No Mountain High
Enough,” as a part of the girl band,
The Supremes.
_______________________
Barbra Streisand’s most recent
concert engagement, “Barbra: The
Music, The Mem’ries, The Magic,”

will stream on Netflix, starting on
Nov. 22. The recording will feature
Streisand’s hits, as well as music from her latest album Encore:
Movie Partners Sing Broadway.
_______________________
Cher is set to make an appearance in the sequel to the 2008 film
Mamma Mia! Cher will portray
Meryl Streep’s character, Donna
Sheridan’s mother, whose younger self is portrayed in flashbacks
by Lily James. The 2018 sequel,
Mamma Mia! Here We Go Again,
is scheduled to be released on
June 20 and will feature the entire cast reprising their roles. Cher
and Streep have already worked
together before in the 1983 film
Silkwood, for which they both received Oscar nominations.
_______________________
Academy Award-winner Renée
Zellweger will portray the legendary actress and singer Judy
Garland in a new film titled Judy.
Directed by Rupert Goold and set
in the winter of 1968, the film will
focus on Garland’s final London
concerts, as well as her personal
life in the final years of her career.
_______________________
The head of Amazon Studios,
Roy Price, has been suspended
from his position after Isa Dick
Hackett, an executive producer of
Amazon’s “The Man in the High
Castle,” shared with The Hollywood Reporter that Price sexually
harassed her. The announcement
comes at a time when, following
the Harvey Weinstein scandal, the
topic of sexual harassment has become the most prominent issue in
Hollywood.

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Sons of Apollo, an all-star group
aimed at changing the progressive metal scene, unleashed their
first album, Psychotic Symphony,
on Oct. 20.
At first glance, the band seems
like yet another supergroup. But
after listening to the album, it
is very evident that this lineup
stands on its own as a cohesive
creative unit.
The band is primarily the brainchild of keyboardist Derek Sherinian and drummer Mike Portnoy,
who call themselves “The Del Fuvio Brothers.” Both musicians were
former members of progressive
metal legend Dream Theater.
After Sherinian and Portnoy left
the band in 1999 and 2010, respectively, they eventually reconnected
for a brief world tour as part of
the instrumental supergroup PSMS
in 2012.
The success of that tour spurred
them to create a new full-time progressive metal band with some of
the biggest virtuosos in rock and
metal.
On bass guitar is Billy Sheehan,
best known for performing in the
bands Talas and Mr. Big, as well as
being part of Van Halen singer David Lee Roth’s original solo band.
In addition to being the other “S”
in PSMS, Sheehan also collaborated with Portnoy as both a member of the hard rock supergroup
The Winery Dogs and his all-star
The Who tribute band, Amazing
Journey. Jeff Scott Soto takes the
lead vocals for the band, a singer
with an impressive résumé that includes acts like Yngwie Malmsteen,
Journey and Talisman, among
many others. Finally, there is Ron
“Bumblefoot” Thal on guitar.

Going into Psychotic Symphony, comparisons between Sons of
Apollo and Dream Theater were
not only expected, but were also
completely justified.
In fact, Sherinian and Portnoy
have admitted in interviews that
they deliberately channeled their
previous band when writing and
recording as Sons of Apollo. That
is not to say that progressive metal is the only genre they lean on,
though.
Throughout the album, the
band plays with elements of other
types of rock like doom metal, hard
rock and even blues rock.
Add the past experience of the
talented individuals and the end
result is a band that mixes together
all the best elements of its members’ respective musical pasts into
a hybrid experience.
This is very evident in the opening track, “God of the Sun.” At 11
minutes, it is the longest song of
the album, a standard trope for any
progressive rock band.
All throughout the song, each
member is given a chance to show
off their respective talents.
Thal, Sheehan and Sherinian
all deliver flashy solos on their respective instruments. Portnoy’s
drum parts are just as relentless as
they were in Dream Theater.
Soto’s vocals add an element of
power metal to an already anthemic song. The band dabbles with
two more lengthy songs on the album: “Labyrinth” and the closing
song “Opus Maximus.”
The bulk of the songs are of average length. While fairly short by
progressive rock standards, it is
expected that this new band would
start out slowly when it comes to
writing.
Unfortunately, it is in this department that the band seems to

struggle a lot.
Most of the time, it seems that
Sons of Apollo are trying to craft
a breakout single that could very
well be their own equivalent to
Dream Theater’s breakthrough hit,
“Pull Me Under.”
The lyrics all throughout the album also leave a lot to be desired.
While not the worst ever written,
the lyrics fall short compared to the
mysticism and thought-provoking
tone of Dream Theater’s words.
Preceded by the short instrumental “Figaro’s Whore,” which
sees Sherinian play around with
his supercharged Hammond B3
electric organ, the song goes into
Deep Purple territory.
Musically and vocally, it sounds
like it came straight out of that
band’s 1984 reunion album, Perfect Strangers, specifically both the
title track and “Knocking at Your
Back Door.”
As mentioned earlier, Psychotic
Symphony is bookended by another lengthy song, “Opus Maximus.”
This time around, however, it is
a full-blown instrumental piece.
Once again, the band is given a
chance to shine, this time without
Soto on vocals.
Aside from this song and “Figaro’s Whore,” the album lacks
dedicated instrumentals. It would
have been nice if Thal and Sheehan were also given their own solo
interludes like Sherinian.
While not the greatest debut
album by any means, Psychotic
Symphony shows the makings of a
great band.
Hopefully, Sons of Apollo will
improve their sound in future albums by expanding on the elements that worked, while fixing
those that did not. The band is
slated to announce their debut
tour soon.
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Happy Death Day lacks originality in horror remix of classic
REEL REVIEWS

BENJAMIN WALLIN
Lazy filmmaking is a shame. It
is frustrating going into a theater
and devoting the time to see a film
when the filmmaker did not devote
the same time to making it.
Happy Death Day already had
an unoriginal element due to the
fact that it is essentially a horror remix of Groundhog Day.
Tree Gelbman, played by Jessica
Rothe, wakes up in a college dorm
room in a daze. Her phone begins
ringing, with the ringtone proclaiming it is her birthday. Why she
has a ringtone specifically for one
day is just one question that goes
unanswered.
Tired, hungover and embarrassed, she stumbles across campus to her sorority and gets on
with her day, only to be murdered
and find herself waking up on the
morning of her birthday all over
again. Each morning repeats with
the same events.
At one point, Tree cleverly
points out the timing of the day
when she notices a car alarm, a
sprinkler and a collapsing student.
It does not matter how much
time she spends inside the dorm
room in the morning because Tree
always leaves to the same events
outside, regardless of inconsistent
timing. Repetition requires accuracy and this lacks significantly.
Another fault of this movie is
that the main character is unlikable. Groundhog Day’s Phil Con-

nors was a jerk, but he was played
by Bill Murray, which allowed audiences to justify accepting him
into their hearts. Offering little in
the way of charm, Tree responds,
“Nobody’s perfect,” when met with
consternation toward her admittance that she spat at an Uber driver. Even with the film’s redemption
arc, Tree is a difficult character to
get behind.
Although claiming to be a horror twist on Groundhog Day, the
film does not scare much either. It
spends a considerably larger chunk
of its time on the daytime escapades of the hero than it does on
her nighttime deaths, but even in
the latter, there is not a lot of fear to
be had.
Out of about nine jump scares,
only a couple are effective, and
scary tension is light. The concept of the baby mask is scary, but
compared to the killer clown from
this year’s It, the idea of something
that would probably be scary is not
enough when compared to actual
horror.
Visually, director Christopher
Landon can be commended for attempting to vary the scenery each
time he repeats a moment in time.
It is hard to catch a single moment
from the same angle twice, and in
this, the camera work shows effort.
Even so, the cinematography,
even in its varied state, does not offer anything new. Different scene
shots are not necessarily the same
as innovative scene shots.
Buried in this forgettable film is
one significant moment regarding
consent.
The killer wears a baby mask,
which is also the mask of the college’s mascot. Tree accidentally
ends up in a room with the killer,
who pins her onto a bed with a
knife in his hand. Suddenly, a
drunk fraternity student walks
into the room, where loud music
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Through unexplained circumstances, Tree, left, unwillingly lives through her birthday celebrations over and over again.
is playing, witnesses Tree pleading
for help and cheers before leaving
the room. The subtext within that
moment packs a wallop, bringing
with it all the stories of on-campus
assaults and the reminder of those
who stand by and let them happen.
Of course, the moment is not
addressed in any meaningful way
within the film. Instead, the moment is glossed over and ignored.
In a similar manner of careless
filmmaking, a montage of Tree’s
various lives feels largely wasted,
with barely any value present in
the multiple moments. Dying over
and over again affords opportunity
for a wonderfully morbid sense of
humor. The opportunity is wasted.
Happy Death Day disappoints
in that it does not have any agenda
to create anything of worth. There is

no thought in mind for the reason
Tree keeps dying, how her killer is
tied into it or why her death falls
on her birthday. Everything merely
happens and then ends; no explanation is given. No connection is
ever built between villain and victim. There are only assumptions
with no satisfying answer in sight.
A fake-out ending does surprise,
but feels unnecessary, killing any
possibility of resolution in Tree’s
discovery of the killer’s identity.
The motive feels as ridiculous
and poorly chosen as the dialogue,
both awkward and leaving one with
the wish to abandon the film for
something better.
Happy Death Day is not funny,
scary or compelling. Its one driving
question is poorly answered and its
emotional arc is undercut by a lack

of pathos in the protagonist.
The film only leaves viewers
wondering how anybody could
care so little in the making of a
movie, or why anybody would rip
off a classic film, adding nothing of
worth to it in the process.
Landon’s work would be best
ignored, as that is what it seems
the director did when making the
movie. Any curiosity piqued by
trailers and promotional material, wondering who the killer is or
why the main character gets stuck
in a time loop, can be sated by the
knowledge that there is no satisfaction to the film.
Laziness and letdowns are the
currency of Happy Death Day, a
film that is not even memorable
enough to warrant a baby mask
costume on Halloween.

Taymor’s revival of M. Butterfly dazzles and excels at Cort Theatre
BY REUVEN GLEZER
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Twenty years ago, playwright
David Henry Hwang introduced
audiences to a love story that
pushed the boundaries of gender,
sexuality and emotional manipulation with his breakthrough play M.
Butterfly.
The play, revived at the Cort
Theatre by visual master Julie Taymor, has been given a powerful retelling with new edits from Hwang
himself to change audience expectations two decades after its major
plot reveal.
Stunningly rendered by Taymor, M. Butterfly has retained its
relevancy and familiarity in 2017,
gladly challenging audiences with
its frank yet somehow deceptive
themes in a way few truly great
plays can. The show takes new
shapes throughout its retelling as
the story of René Gallimard, played
with a modern and lucid fragility by
Clive Owen, unfolds and expands
both literally and figuratively.
Owen’s René is a sexually frustrated, kindly fantasist with his
mind set on some sort of romantic
fulfillment that stems from an early
childhood fascination. The fascination is with Puccini’s opera Madama Butterfly, the West’s introductory lesson on how to fetishize East
Asia and its people.
When René is stationed in Peking — Beijing in the revival —
during the height of the cultural
revolution, he meets Chinese opera
performer Song Liling. In this revival, Song is played with a stern and
wisecracking wisdom by the gifted
Jin Ha. The performer forces René
to reconsider what the art he loves
really means not only to himself,
but also to the people who are the
subject of his perverse fascinations.
Make no mistake, René’s ideas
about women and the East are
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M.Butterﬂy, a love story that pushes the boundaries of gender and sexuality, was revived at the Cort Theatre by Julie Taymor.

M. Butterﬂy is arguably one of the most relevant plays on Broadway, reminding audiences
that the mind can conjure illusions greater than any theater performance and that the
perceptions we endow ourselves with can be shattered with the tiniest mistake,
no matter how well-intentioned they may be.
cringeworthy, but coming from the
mouth of Owen, one can completely understand why he wants what
he wants.
It is through René and Song that
the story unfolds. They each take
command of the show in a stunning
display of Brechtian theatrics, both
forced to let the other tell the next
chapter of their story, background
details and all. While René recalls
his encounters with Song one way,
the latter adds in details to create
a fuller, grimmer portrait of the life
René leads in Peking and the stun-

ning truth of who Song really is.
The talented supporting cast
plays a wide range of roles from
Murray Bartlett’s Marc as René’s
inner desires and conscience to
the unexpectedly hilarious but ultimately vital Comrade Chin, played
by Celeste Den.
Marc and Chin act as both motivators and initiators of conflict and
want, sending René and Song into
personal and physical journeys
that neither of them is totally confident partaking in but reveal truths
about their inner characters.

Of special note are the gorgeous
orchestrations composed by Elliot
Goldenthal, a frequent collaborator of Taymor, and the segments of
Chinese opera and dance choreographed by Ma Cong.
Cong’s artistry cemented the
piece in such a way that prevented
Taymor’s vision from devolving
into an orientalist presentation
of an anti-orientalist work. While
Taymor’s gift for spectacle and
movement suited M. Butterfly better than most directorial visions, it
would have been an odd cobweb

of a work were it not for Cong’s
amazing movement direction and
creation of such time-grounded
scenes.
Goldenthal’s music, meanwhile,
creates enchanting soundscapes
that not only highlight the epic nature of the story, but also the tiny,
intimate moments that dig into
themselves for substance.
The production is not without a
few issues that are insignificant in
the grand scheme of the work.
Paul Steinbrg’s light design,
while simultaneously sparse yet revelatory, does not always mesh well
with Donald Holder’s set design.
The set uses gray panels to represent the inner workings of René’s
mind, but the gray coloration of
the panels accidentally created the
occasionally drab look in an otherwise colorful, if darkly hued, world.
Aside from that, Holder’s sets are an
ingenious visualization of memory
while Steinberg’s lights keep a level
of confusion such that even the audience begins to question whether
what happened in previous scenes
actually happened.
M. Butterfly is arguably one of
the most relevant plays on Broadway, reminding audiences that the
mind can conjure illusions greater
than any theater performance and
that the perceptions we endow ourselves with can be shattered with
the tiniest mistake, no matter how
well-intentioned they may be.
How we love, view ourselves
and work through disaster are all at
risk in the world of M. Butterfly.
Hwang’s updated text streamlines the story just enough without
taking away the hits and laughs his
constant, crisp writing provides on
such a consistent basis.
Under the design of Taymor,
Cong and Rosenthal, the show
truly spreads its wings like a newly
hatched butterfly ready to fly to
new heights.
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Simply Complicated provides insight into Lovato’s struggles
BY GABRIELLE DEMA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Demi Lovato is back and better
than ever. After announcing that
she was quitting the music industry
in 2016, she left fans confused and
heartbroken.
However, this was certainly not
the end for the Grammy-nominated artist. Lovato took a year to
devote herself to personal growth.
Little did anyone know, during this
time, she was working on a new
album called Tell Me You Love Me,
which was released on Sept. 28.
Lovato left the industry mainly
because of the harsh criticism she
was receiving from the public.
Social media was getting too hard
to handle, and her life seemed to
be spiraling out of control. She
also experienced a breakup with
“That ‘70s Show” star Wilmer
Valderrama, following a six-year
relationship.
From her time on Disney Channel to the present, Lovato has
changed tremendously as a person.
She suffered with depression, an
eating disorder and drug addiction during her peak of fame. She
hid her issues as much as she could
from the press so she could be a
role model to her young fans.
Although Lovato has always
been open about her issues, many
questions were always left unanswered. She reveals a lot in her new
documentary, Simply Complicated,
out on YouTube Originals.
Simply Complicated is remarkable. Lovato briefly touches on everything she has been through during her life in an hour and a half. It
is perfectly paced, leaving no room
for confusion. The documentary
also shows the process of recording Tell Me You Love Me in between
interview segments with the artist.
Lovato opens the documentary
with, “The last time I sat down for

an interview this long, I was on cocaine,” which immediately draws
audience members in to learn
about a past they may have never
known about.
She reflects on her early childhood and how even though she
had a noticeable talent at such a
young age, her life was not at all
perfect. She was bullied in school
and wished to be like the popular
girls. She was called names, mostly
aimed toward her weight. These
comments triggered things inside
Lovato that stuck with her for the
rest of her life. She eventually developed an eating disorder and depression.
The documentary then quickly
goes into her rise to fame. Lovato
starred on a Disney Channel show
called “As the Bell Rings,” and then
later landed a role in the hit Disney Channel original movie, Camp
Rock, at the age of 15.
Despite her smiles and amazing
voice, she was not happy with herself or with her life. She discusses
how during this time, she started
experimenting with drugs and alcohol. The pressures from Disney
Channel were too much to handle
and she had to find ways to cope
with everything.
Lovato started using cocaine
at the age of 17, and when she
stopped with that, she abused alcohol. She also turned to self-harm as
a way of instant release. These were
all things unnoticed by fans at the
time.
Simply Complicated truly gives
an inside look at what her life was
like when the cameras were off.
News articles during the time of her
Disney fame blamed her behavior
on normal teenage stuff.
People close to her, such as
managers and family members,
looked past her behavior and saw a
normal teenage girl going through
normal teenage issues.

WWW.YOUTUBE.COM

The full-length YouTube documentary shows the transformative moments in the former Disney Channel star’s life.
However, Lovato’s issues should
not have been ignored and she
was lucky enough to have supportive people by her side to eventually realize her issues were way
deeper than the issues of a normal
teenager.
The eye-opener for her crew was
the time she physically harassed
one of her backup dancers, Alex
Welch, on tour. Upon boarding a
plane, Lovato proceeded to punch
the dancer in the face and then
walk to her seat totally ignoring
what happened.
During the time of the incident,
the media did not have the full
story; it was just looked at as an
incident of revenge Lovato sought
after finding out one of her backup
dancers told her crew about her
bad behavior during the tour.
In the documentary, Lovato re-

veals that her backup dancer actually told her crew that she was on
Adderall, which was completely
true. She was furious because she
did not want her family or fans
finding out about her drug abuse.
After Lovato crossed this line,
her managers immediately entered
her into a rehab facility, where
she was diagnosed with bipolar
disorder.
After Lovato was released from
rehab, she went on to promote
a new way of life. She spoke out
about sobriety and shared her
ways of coping with addiction.
She did interview after interview,
promoting this new way of life, but
after watching the documentary,
fans learned that Lovato was not
completely sober after rehab. She
quickly went back to her old ways
and abused drugs while promoting

sobriety.
Lovato reached her breaking
point when her crew threatened to
give up on her because they felt as
if they did everything they possibly
could have done. Lovato agreed to
enter rehab again and cut out all
the people that were bad influences in her life. She worked as a judge
on “American Idol” while living in
a home that prohibited her from
having a phone and continued her
recovery.
The documentary ends on a
positive note, revealing that the artist is five and a half years sober.
Lovato is learning to live the life
of a 25-year-old on her own now
that she is out of a relationship.
Simply Complicated is an eyeopener to exactly what the artist
went through. The journey is just
the beginning for Lovato.

The Foreigner packs action, fails to create strong emotional center
BY CHARLES TABASSO
STAFF WRITER

The Foreigner, directed by Martin Campbell and co-produced by
superstar Jackie Chan, is an appropriately brutal film that is infused
with the same martial arts ultraviolence as film franchises such as
Taken and John Wick. However, it
lacks the momentum necessary to
deliver a meaningful conclusion
like its predecessors.
The movie is set in the not-toodistant future of a terror-stricken
London. An unexpected car bombing leaves scores dead and dozens
more wounded. One innocent bystander loses everything after the
untimely death of his last living
daughter, and plunges into a bitter
depression.
This man, Ngoc Minh Quan,
also happens to be a retired Vietnam War super soldier who fights
like Chan, although he shows his
battle scars more than his age. He
quickly develops an obsessive pursuit of exacting vigilante justice on
those who masterminded the heinous crime.
Never mind that the terrorists
behind the attack, a group called
the Authentic IRA, are recruits a
stone’s throw away from his late
daughter’s age. While the government and military race to identify
these new terrorists, most filmgoers will reflexively go on their
phones to figure out who the regular IRA were.
Despite the present-day issues it
addresses, the plot’s main disconnect stems from how dated it feels.
Enmeshing fictional terrorists into world history is all well
and good, but when the press is
jumping to the conclusion that AlQaeda or the Islamic State group
are responsible, digging up the
past for the sake of legitimacy will
not establish the stakes any more

effectively.
As an unnecessary parallel
to Chan’s personal vendetta, the
cumbersome segments of detective
work by the international community to track down and terminate
the Authentic IRA ultimately robs
its biggest stars of screen time.
Unfortunately, this film overindulges in its own detective work
when the majority would rather
watch Chan turn somebody into a
human slinky.
On the other side of this fictional
conflict, Pierce Brosnan plays Liam
Hennessy, the Irish deputy minister whose ties to the IRA force him
into a charade of tracking down the
missing Semtex used in the bombing. In reality, this first attack was
intended, but its casualties unprecedented the Authentic IRA, operating as a quasi-sleeper cell, has
slipped from Hennessy’s control,
and someone within the IRA is using the group for their own nefarious purposes. Although Brosnan
delivers in this role, his character
does not.
The Foreigner throws in the standard triple-double-cross to ensure
its plot has a pulse, but routinely
sidelines Chan to achieve this end.
Every time the martial artist is on
screen makes it worthwhile to sit
through the film, but audiences
will most likely leave wishing they
had seen more of Quan’s story altogether. This, however, does not
mean that his backstory should
have been expanded upon.
The decision to jump right into
the shattering before-and-after
effect of a bombing contributes
greatly to the film’s atmosphere
without getting into the thick of exposition.
In fact, because The Foreigner is
riding off this wave of vindicating
hit men going to town on anonymous bad guys, it is correct to assume that the audience could not

care less who this former killer was
in a past life, so long as he ends
the current lives of clearly labeled
villains.
Returning to the Authentic IRA,
the fact that they are a faceless entity cannot save the group from
having to share screen time either.
Only the femme fatale manages to
do her role any justice, tasked with
planting one of the subsequent
bombs, and being the only recognizable face of the generic gang.
Their motives are rarely explored
outside of the mindless loyalty expected of such equally minded violence, and are always divulged with
the boring monotone of a Google
translation.

Above all, the problems with The
Foreigner’s storyline is the question
of what lies next in store for the vindicated hero.
The ending does not set itself
up for a sequel in any way, instead
opting to reflect on Quan’s revenge,
even gaining an emotional upper
hand in this regard by questioning
its own motives.
The only grounded character
of the film, one of Quan’s restaurant workers, marks an important
threshold that concludes the overarching storyline. The distance
traveled and the lives destroyed
in the wake of Quan’s destructive
path do little to justify his means,
and the hollow nature of revenge

rings true.
By no coincidence, Quan characterizes the ancient Confucian
saying: “Before you embark on a
journey of revenge, dig two graves,”
and his unnervingly blank stare remains an insignia of his grief.
The Foreigner is able to jump
through as many hoops as Chan is
willing to do in one take, but otherwise falls shorts when the camera
shifts to the other, poorly developed characters andplot lines.
This is not a hit out of the ballpark by any means, but rather a
self-aware movie that caters to the
current action movie trends with
enough familiar faces to justify the
price of admission.

WWW.YOUTUBE.COM

Chan plays Quan, a humble businessman whose daughter dies in a senseless act of politically motivated terrorism.
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Anne Frank costume
sparks controversy
BY ESTELLE SAAD
STAFF WRITER

HalloweenCostumes.com was
under fire on social media a couple weeks ago for selling an Anne
Frank Halloween costume.
The controversy led to the removal of the costume from the
website, though versions of it are
still being sold on websites such
as Amazon, under the title “Girls
Child’s 1940S Wartime WW2 WW1
Evacuee Refugee.”
Frank was a 15-year-old Jewish girl who lived in Amsterdam
during the Holocaust. She and her
family lived in a hidden, cramped
annex in her father’s firm’s office for a majority of the war, until
they were betrayed and sent to a
labor camp in Auschwitz. Frank
and her sister were then transported to the Bergen-Belsen concentration camp, where Frank
died from typhus months before
WWII ended.
Frank is well-known because
of the diary she kept throughout
her time in hiding, which was published by her father when the war
ended under the title The Diary of
a Young Girl.
Frank is a household name
around the world and she represents optimism and courage.
Critics from the Anti-Defamation League in St. Louis say the
controversial costume trivializes her memory and tragic death,
while glorifying genocide and
anti-Semitism.
The costume includes a beret,
a navy shirtwaist-style dress, a felt
bag and a felt destination tag sewn
to the dress collar. The original description of the costume was “Now
your child can play the role of a
World War II hero.”

The costume is accurate to
what a girl would have worn during the time period. The girl pictured next to the description looks
happy, something that does not
usually come to mind when most
people think of a young person in
Frank’s position.
The owners of the website that
originally sold the costume apologized for their insensitivity and
explained that some of their costumes are meant for purposes other than Halloween, such as school
projects and plays, and that this
costume falls into that category.
The Anne Frank costume, however, was advertised under the
Twitter handle @funcostumes,
the name of the company that
owns the webiste, and is still being
sold on other websites, including
Amazon, as a costume “perfect for
carnivals, theme parties and Halloween.”
Holocaust survivors and memorial groups were particularly
offended by the costume.
This is not the first scandal involving costumes of poor taste and
appropriation. A few weeks ago,
an Oscar Pistorius “Blade Gunner”
costume, including a fake gun, was
pulled from Amazon for being offensive as well. Other examples
of costumes inducing outrage include an Israeli army uniform costume sold at Walmart in 2015, sold
at a time of escalating violence
between Israelis and Palestinians,
and an Ebola virus costume sold in
2014, which seemed to be poking
fun at the tragic health epidemic in
West Africa.
It seems that costume companies have trouble differentiating
between what events should be recreated in costume form, and what
should be kept in the past.

Written by Benjamin Wallin

What is the New York Film Festival?
The New York Film Festival has been a trademark of the Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts since 1963,
annually bringing a selection of films that are big and expected and films that are unknown discoveries. Over
18 days this year, the festival featured a wide array of feature films and shorts. The Ticker presents capsule
reviews of some of the films offered at the 55th New York Film Festival.

Faces Places
Agnès Varda had a film at the second New York Film Festival, and 53 years
later her newest film — also her first directorial collaboration — premiered.
Varda and her co-director JR met on a Monday and started filming that
Wednesday, according to the two. Their documentary, Faces Places, was thus
created, and feels like a film in the process of being made. The directors said
the movie started as a short film and was expanded with every bit of funding
they were able to acquire. Even so, Faces Places does not suffer as a result.
Rather, the film is an absolute delight. It features jokes like someone asking, “Do you have a letter for me?” and receiving a large letter N in return.
Varda, with her small stature and her white-capped red hair, makes a funny figure next to the tall and lanky JR, the two of them being both creators
and characters within their own story.
The two document the art of documentation. They travel in a truck that has
an enormous image of a camera on its side. The truck contains a large printer
that the filmmakers use to make larger-than-life images of the people they
meet. They post these images on buildings, creating a record of the people
they meet.
Varda and JR have fun while telling their story. They go off on tangents in
which the two recreate a scene from a film by director Jean-Luc Godard, or
discuss Varda’s eyesight. One says, “We’ve gone off subject.” The other asks
what the subject was.
Faces Places is an incredibly moving work of art. Here, two filmmakers find
the beauty in every person’s face, telling their stories through photos. They
find humor in the visuals of many.
As a dialogue on the ephemerality of life and attempts to capture it, the
film soars. From the delightfully animated opening title, Faces Places is nothing short of wonderful. It is a film made by artists who care about humans
— those watching and those being watched. It is funny in all the right places.
The documentary is witty and alive, seeking beauty and finding it.
PHOTO COURTESY OF COHEN MEDIA GROUP

Shorts on Shorts
Hedgehog’s Home: Resembles Wes Anderson and Sergio Leone films.
Delightful, but far from an innocent children’s tale.
All Over the Place: Strange, lonely and desperate. Tragedy in a voicemail.
Program: Aside from its awkward acting, a strong film in concept and
emotional execution.
Scaffold: Unique in its indirect observation. Humane in its details.
Mr. Yellow Sweatshirt: Beautiful, simple visual storytelling. A New York
one-shot.
Cheer Up Baby: Good sense of emotional imagery and painful reality.
The Layover: Unpolished and light on story, but pleasant and sweet.
Birthday: Effectively disconcerting, a well-crafted horror that chills.
Unpresidented: Weak acting and outdated discourse mixed with good
storytelling and some humor.

The Opera House
Review by Luis Lucero
Directed by Susan Froemke and
fittingly screened at the titular building in the Lincoln Center, The Opera
House documents the decades-long
journey of the Metropolitan Opera in its relocation from its original house on 39th Street and Seventh Avenue to its current home in
the Lincoln Center.
The movie goes through various elements of the project’s history, from the original plan to make
the new house the centerpiece of
what would eventually become
Rockefeller Center, to the serendipitous accident that resulted in the
house’s chandeliers receiving their
outlandish designs.
But aside from the glamor of the
Met Opera, the movie also shows
another very human point of view

regarding the residents who were
forced to move out of the slums that
would eventually become Lincoln
Center.
Various figures from that period
were interviewed for the movie, but
the individual who stole the show
is Leontyne Price, the soprano who
led the opening night production of
Aida back in 1967.
Aside from recounting her experiences performing for the Met Opera,
she also recounts several humorous
moments like a Spinal Tap-esque incident in which she was trapped in a
mechanical pyramid.
While the film is fairly short, Froemke manages to tell the story of the
Met Opera’s big move in a quick but
very thorough fashion.

Zama
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Félicité

PHOTO COURTESY OF JOUR2FETE

The classic western, Once Upon a Time in the West, opens to a scene of quiet
with amplified sound telling the story of waiting. The scene is revered and the film
Zama feels like an expanded version of it, but not in a good way. There is almost no
narrative flow, and the film feels like a wait, but nothing results from the waiting.
It takes too long for the film to gain some type of life. Its introduction of a villain,
whose argument about the power of a name, was done better in The Princess Bride.
As aristocrats stand around in the dirt waiting, it is easy to mentally escape into
better versions of the scenes depicted. Even as the tediousness of waiting for bureaucracy is part of the message of the film’s language, it is hard finding a desire to
wait along with the characters struggling to escape.

In a place where market thieves are brutally attacked by a crowd, and a policeman asks for more money because he has not been bribed with enough money to
assist a civilian, Félicité is a film about stoicism. The titular character goes ritualistically through the same portions of her day, every day, keeping her emotions close
to her chest to avoid getting hurt.
The scenes of life are elegant in their earthiness. A dissonant orchestra invades
the film with its beauty. The film is a strong tragedy told through the mundane. Its
main detractors are a run time at least half an hour too long, and an overabundance of stoicism and straight faces. This makes creating an emotional connection
difficult, with no opening through which such a connection could pass.

Lady Bird

Mrs. Hyde

PHOTO COURTESY OF A24
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Greta Gerwig’s solo directorial debut, Lady Bird, is an entertaining and introspective coming-of-age story with earnestness. The themes revolving around questioning identity and trying to escape one’s self are poignantly executed, telling a
particular story that adapts well to any viewer.
Gerwig’s film captures the spectrum of high school emotions, with tearful shouts
toward parents and crossed-out names of would-be lovers on the titular character’s
wall. While doing so, it still keeps a very specific flavor, having a gym coach running
a school play by yelling “theater blocking,” as if it were in a football playbook, or
through an illicit conversation had while munching Eucharist wafers. Lady Bird is
something special and tender, and one of the better films of the year.

Telling the story of an inspirational teacher who gives uninterested students a
love of science, Mrs. Hyde has its merits, but is ultimately flawed. There is some
mild, awkward humor, as in the sounds of construction during a moment of silence, as well as a genuine effort to create an emotional tale. The end result,
however, feels contrived and somewhat empty.
As in any story of great educators, Mrs. Hyde has the students beginning in obstinacy and ending in enthusiasm, yet the transition between the two goes unseen. In
its rush to tell the story, the film skips a beat and is weakened. Additionally, in this
literary classic adaptation, the very adaption feels unnecessary, like plot filler for
an empty script. The result is a disappointment that misses the mark.

Hall of Mirrors

The Hippocratic Oath
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Robert Jay Epstein, a journalist with prolific writing, and whose investigations
have spanned cases from the assassination of former President John F. Kennedy
to the espionage of Edward Snowden, is the subject of the documentary Hall of
Mirrors. The stories were big, and the insights Epstein brought were uniquely his.
However, the filmmakers, Ena Talakic and her sister Ines Talakic, created a hodgepodge that tells too many stories without any clear cohesion. The film jumps around
between Epstein’s past cases and his current study of Snowden. It is unclear whether
the film is meant to be an investigation alongside Epstein or a profile of the man himself, feeling as if the former was attempted and the latter was the final product due to
a lack of content. Poorly edited and strangely lit at times, Hall of Mirrors comprises
mostly of shots of Epstein pointing and telling, with nothing exceptional to show.

Claude Lanzmann directed the 1985 documentary, Shoah, which was longer
than 10 hours and told the story of the Holocaust. At this year’s NYFF, he premiered
four films that did not make the final cut of Shoah, but were interviews originally
gathered for the documentary.
Four Sisters: The Hippocratic Oath is a single interview, staying in the same
backyard while a woman tells her story over the course of its 89-minute run time.
It is the kind of film best watched knowing what to expect. The story of the survivor
mixes humor and sweetness with horror and despair. The telling reflects a constant
need to scramble, to save one’s own life and make the connections needed to escape. The Hippocratic Oath tells an important story that can be visualized while
told, but it is a straight interview. It is not a film so much as it is archival footage.

Western

The Venerable W.

PHOTO COURTESY OF CINEMA GUILD

Western is intended to be a story told using the template of the Western genre.
The problem is that it never quite gets wherever it is going. Conflict brews but never
bubbles over in any significant way. When the Germans come to town saying that
they have returned after 70 years, the historical undertones are ignored in favor of
the focus on a lone stranger who befriends the locals.
There is no grand standoff ; the only gun fired is out of humanity. With non-actors playing the characters, Western has an air of rural mundanity, one that is never
utilized, making the film itself mundane. The story of nationalistic dispute that the
film offers would have worked better as the focus of the film. Instead the ambitions
are left lying like a fallen horse and it is a waste of an opportunity.

PHOTO COURTESY OF BARBET SCHROEDER

Within this documentary are portraits of cruelty, a contemporary tale of Islamophobia and an admonition of a peaceful religion being used to spew hate. The
Venerable W. has three courses of purpose that would work fine, were it not for
the light touch this documentary takes in making its points. In the choice between
fly-on-the-wall observer and documentarian actively making a statement, director
Barbet Schroeder takes a middle road that does not benefit the film.
The occasional words from “Little Buddhist Voice” show the subject’s contradictions between his rhetoric and his religion, but the interjections are feeble. The
monk, Ashin Wirathu, speaks mostly unchallenged. Lacking a strong message or
direction, Venerable is generally bland and stylistically underwhelming.
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Science & Technology
People who report sense of purpose in life get better sleep
BY ALI HUSSAIN
STAFF WRITER

A recent study by researchers at
the Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine found
that people who reported a sense
of purpose in life also tended to
get better sleep regardless of confounding variables such as age,
race, gender and level of education.
The researchers chose the sample for this study based on two
ongoing longitudinal, epidemiological cohort studies of aging and
cognition.
The two studies are the Minority
Aging Research Study, a study produced for African-Americans aged
65 and older that aims to prevent
poor memory and slowed walking,
and the Rush Memory and Aging
Project, a study on plummeting
cognitive function and vulnerability to Alzheimer’s disease.
African-American people were
recruited from the Minority Aging
Research Study and white people were recruited from the Rush
Memory and Aging Project.
None of the participants in either study were known to have dementia. They were selected from
community-based organizations,
churches and senior-subsidized
housing facilities.
Longitudinal studies observe
the same group repeatedly over a
long period of time. It was important for this research to sample participants from longitudinal studies
because it allowed them to compare clinical evaluations over time,
thereby letting the researchers
know plenty of information about

the participants immediately.
Purpose in life was assessed by
using a 10-item measure derived
from Ryff and Keyes’ scales of Psychological Well-Being.
The Ryff inventory contains either 84 questions or 54 questions.
Both the long and medium forms
include a sequence of statements
demonstrating the six areas of psychological well-being: autonomy,
environmental mastery, personal
growth, positive relations with
others, purpose in life and selfacceptance.
The participants were asked to
rate their agreement with statements such as, “I feel good when I
think of what I’ve done in the past
and what I hope to do in the future,”
and “Some people wander aimlessly through life, but I am not one
of them.”
Based on the answers to these
questions, participants were given
a score between one and five with a
higher number being an indication
of a higher sense of purpose in life.
Sleep quality and possible presence of sleep disorders were then
measured using a 32-item questionnaire derived from the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index, the
Berlin Questionnaire and the Mayo
Sleep Questionnaire.
The Pittsburgh Sleep Quality
Index asks questions pertaining to
sleep quality, the Berlin Questionnaire identifies sleep apnea risk
and the Mayo Sleep Questionnaire
concentrates on REM sleep behavior disorder.
Based on the answers to these
questions, each participant was
given a score from zero to 16 with

higher scores indicating a poorer
sleep quality.
Clinical assessments of the participants were conducted annually,
which allowed the researchers to
limit the effect of age on the results.
The covariates of age, sex, race and
years of education were accounted
for by using hierarchical logistic
regression analyses.
These analyses reflected variables that affected the results in a
statistically significant manner.
As it turns out, the results of
these analyses for this specific
study indicated that the aforementioned variables were irrelevant because they did not affect the results
of the study in a statistically significant manner.
The researchers determined
that sleep quality is related to purpose in life, with people who reported a greater sense of purpose
enjoying a better night’s sleep.
Additionally, the risk of developing sleep apnea is lower for
people who have a greater sense of
purpose in life.
These results could easily be expanded to reflect the general populace because of the variety of individuals involved.
However, there was one major factor that did not reflect positively on the validity of the study:
the results were based solely off
self-reported questionnaires. This
means that the results are open to
recall bias, or the idea that systematic error is caused by differences
in the accuracy or completeness of
the recollections retrieved by study
participants regarding events or experiences from the past, as well as

Facebook buys compliment app tbh
BY LIANA LEAHY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In pursuit of the next hot social networking trend, Facebook
announced its acquisition of a
positivity-focused polling application called tbh, a stylized abbreviation for “to be honest.” The polling
application targets the coveted
demographic of high school and
college students, allowing users
to anonymously answer kindhearted multiple-choice questions
about their friends, who then receive the results as compliments.
Users may be presented with
questions like, “Who is the best
person to bring to a party?” or
“Who is more honest?” and are
then given four names from their
synchronized contact list on the
app as answer choices. The unique
angle of tbh is its focus on positivity — users can only pose and answer questions that are uplifting.
Although users can submit their
own poll questions, tbh reviews
each entry to allow only those that
are inoffensive and interesting.
“If we are raising the mental
health of millions of teenagers, it
is a success for us,” explained Nikita Bier, one of the co-founders
of tbh, in a recent interview for
TechCrunch.
While other similar apps like
Secret and Yik Yak have become a
source of cyberbullying, tbh is taking a different route.
“You don’t necessarily need the
ability to say whatever you want
but to be able to say what you feel
to others,” added Bier.
Since its launch this past August, tbh already has 5 million
downloads and 2.5 million active
users. Available only on iOS, the
app counts over 1 billion poll questions answered.
Its exponential growth has catapulted the young app to the top
spot on the iTunes free apps charts
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to subjective interpretation of sleep
symptoms. There is also a subtler
way that one confounding variable
could have affected the study.
Level of education was directly
taken into consideration. However, varying levels of education
between participants of the study
also generally indicate a difference
in socioeconomic status. A high socioeconomic status was associated
with choosing healthier lifestyles
including a healthier diet and more
physical exercise, even if people
with greater wealth do not necessarily have a greater sense of purpose in life.

Self-driving cars to arrive
in Manhattan by 2018
TECH NEWS

MATTHEW SANCHEZ
NICOLE PUNG | THE TICKER

tbh is an app that allows users to anonymously post compliments about each other.
— tbh is ahead of YouTube, Snapchat and Instagram. The value of
the acquisition by Facebook was
not publicly disclosed but TechCrunch estimated the deal to be
at less than $100 million. For comparison, Facebook’s acquisitions of
Instagram in 2012 and WhatsApp
in 2014 were valued at $1 billion
and $19 billion, respectively.
Facebook believes that this new
wave of millennials using tbh represents the next generation of social media communication.
Instagram,
for
example,
jumped from 30 million monthly
active users to 800 million monthly active users in only five years.
WhatsApp had 540 million users
when it was bought by Facebook in
2014 and today has over 1.3 billion
users. Despite tbh launching only a
few months ago, Facebook felt the
need to acquire the app immediately before it experienced further
explosive growth.
“When we met with Facebook,
we realized that we shared many
of the same core values about connecting people through positive
interactions. Most of all, we were
compelled by the ways they could
help us realize tbh’s vision and

bring it to more people,” the company stated on its official website.
Following the acquisition, all
tbh employees will work at Facebook headquarters located in
Menlo Park, California. There, they
will have access not only to funding from the social networking giant, but will also take advantage of
Facebook’s experienced engineering team and anti-spam technologies such as intelligent moderation. Facebook reported that they
will allow tbh to operate somewhat
independently with its own brand.
The tbh team admitted that
they have yet to think through
monetization strategies or in-app
purchase ideas.
For now, it would likely be unwise to obstruct growth with any
monetization. Given the fickle nature of teenagers and social networking app adoption, tbh is concentrating on retention and scaling
as much as possible.
“Improving people’s self-esteem — that’s been the most rewarding aspect of this product,”
Bier said. “Raising a ton of money,
all that other stuff, it’s just an accessory to the goal. The goal is, can
we make this generation happier?”

Despite these limitations, this
study indicates that purpose in life,
which was previously considered a
social construct that had no effect
on one’s biology, has a hand in one
of the most important functions of
the human body.
Though people may not precisely know the function of sleep, they
know that lack of sleep is associated with issues such as obesity, diabetes and cardiovascular disease.
Additional avenues of research
have considered the link between
sleep and other life constructs that
may not have been previously associated with biological functions.

New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo
revealed that General Motors will
lead and conduct tests of autonomous vehicles in the state by early
2018.
In doing so, it will become the
first company allowed to test selfdriving cars in New York state.
However, New York City Mayor
Bill de Blasio is unconvinced by
these new tests and especially
doubts the idea of self-driving cars
in Manhattan.
According to Cuomo, Manhattan will become the first site in
New York state where GM will test
self-driving cars. GM has already
purchased $14 million from its
Silicon Valley subsidiary, Cruise
Automation.
The company has already requested to test self-driving cars in
the borough in early 2018. It has
started planning a test location in
Manhattan.
Sarah Maslin Nir from The New
York Times reported that GM “will
submit its full application to the
Department of Motor Vehicles,
which will then issue any permits.
The testing itself will be supervised
by the State Police.”
There are different categories
of self-driving cars.
A level three car still requires

a steering wheel and an attentive
driver if the car experiences problems. A level four car has driverless features and is considered
fully automated. A level five car
could drive without any human
contribution, and as such, has no
steering wheel or brakes.
The tests will not feature an
empty car.
Both GM and Cruise Automation will begin administering tests
in Manhattan with an engineer in
the driver’s seat to track the performance, and a second person in
the passenger seat.
These tests are allowed by the
legislation passed as part of New
York’s 2018 budget.
Companies such as Uber have
been trying to find success in this
new field, but without much luck.
The Daily News said that the
state only approved GM’s tests
after “a General Motors political action committee donated
more than $17,000 to Gov. Cuomo
three months before” the announcement.
Cuomo’s spokeswoman Dani
Lever responded, “Any auto manufacturer who meets [the] DMV’s
criteria will be able to test vehicles,
so the insinuation that GM was accorded any favoritism is not only
obnoxious, but absurd.”
Not everyone favors this new
change. The declaration of GM’s
ambition to evaluate self-driving
cars in Manhattan resulted in a
clash between Cuomo and de
Blasio. Representatives from the
mayor’s office said they were unaware about the aim to evaluate
self-driving cars in Manhattan.
Only time and results will tell
if the two politicians can work
together on this new technology
plan.
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Gentle touch reduces emotional pain, feelings of detachment
BY MAYA YEGOROVA
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY EDITOR

A slow, tender touch of another
individual relieves the effects of
social exclusion, one of the most
emotionally painful human experiences, according to a University College London study. A slow
touch against the skin performed at
a speed of 3 centimeters per second
acts as a buffer against ostracism.
Mammals have a need for social bonding. Prolonged detachment and solitude result in early
death and higher vulnerability for
depression. In non-human mammals, physical touch lessens stress.
This positive effect is also evident in humans. Physical touch can
help patients with fibromyalgia, a
syndrome that affects the muscles
and leads to sleep problems and
rheumatoid arthritis, a type of arthritis that induces loss of function
in joints.
Social touch has been linked
with expressing different purposes
and emotions. Stroking has been
linked to compassion and love.
New research revealed there are
certain C-tactile afferent fibers, a
category of nerve fibers that innervate the skin, that react to gentle
touches. C-tactile afferents are located in the hairy parts of the skin,
and react cautiously to slow touching of the skin.
While past studies implied that
a slow touch affects the brain, there
have been no studies that examine
how touch influences the pain associated with social exclusion.
The University College London
study was the first study to examine social touch, as three previous investigations only examined
the result of social support on ostracism through spending time
with friends, hugging teddy bears
and receiving sympathetic text
messages.

Researchers recruited 84 women via the University College London psychology subject pool. They
hypothesized that a slow, stirring
touch would reduce the unhappiness caused by ostracism more
than a fast, indifferent touch.
The women were informed that
they would play an online balltossing game against two other
participants to assess their mental
ingenuity skills.
The women were unaware that
their two opponents were computer-developed. They were told
that they could throw to whomever
they wanted. Each woman had her
photograph taken to perpetuate
this deceit.
Before playing the game, participants answered demographic
questions. They then played the Cyberball-inclusion game for around
three minutes. The Cyberball-inclusion game resembled a 30 balltosses game, where all participants
were given an equal number of
ball-tosses.
After the game, participants
were given 28 statements such as
“I felt I belonged to the group” or
“I felt liked.” Participants measured
how comfortable they felt with
each statement.
After a 10-minute break, participants resumed playing the Cyberball-exclusion game for three minutes. While they were presented the
ball the first two times, the participants were rejected in the remaining ball-tosses.
After the game finished, participants were blindfolded. An
analyst stroked the participants’
left forearms for 70 seconds with a
brush. Half of the participants were
stroked slowly, which was at 3 centimeters per second and known as
CT-optimal speed. The other half
were stroked fast, which was at 18
centimeters per second, not CToptimal speed.
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The study demonstrated that slow, physical touch alleviates the pain accompanied by social exclusion and lessens stress.
Participants then rated how
comfortable they felt with the same
28 statements.
Participants who were touched
at slow speeds had declining feelings of distress compared to participants who were touched at
fast speeds.
Neither a gentle touch nor a
hurried touch was enough to completely erase the unpleasant effects
of being excluded.
Researchers said that there were
several limitations in this study.
While this study only had female
participants, it is worth stating that
women and men seem to respond
differently to physical affection. Future studies should assess whether
the current findings are also applicable to men.
The effectiveness of a gentle
touch also depended on whether
a romantic partner delivered the
touch. In this study, the analyst did
not have a romantic relationship
with any of the participants.

The study utilized soft brushes
to administer the touch, not actual
skin-to-skin contact. The use of soft
brushes allowed researchers to detect differences in skin temperature, sweating rates and unpleasant
feelings. Future studies should examine if skin-to-skin contact triggers the same reaction to feelings of
ostracism as brush-to-skin contact.
Future studies should also examine if results differ with temperature fluctuations. Social exclusion is linked with an experience of
“coldness.” A thorough study would
have a room with decreasing temperature, which would cause the
individual to have a growing want
for warm foods and drinks. A gentle touch could offer some type of
“warm” solace.
Carlos Acero, a junior who is
pursuing a double major in journalism and communications, said
he is not surprised by the study’s
results.
“I definitely believe there is a

link between physical touch and
the relief of emotional pain. Physical touch means you have an emotional connection with another
person. When you touch or hug
someone, it relieves stress. That’s
why they have spas and massages,
because these treatments release
pain,” he said.
However, Amira Assad, a senior
majoring in corporate communications, said she disagrees with the
study.
“Physical touch gets uncomfortable. I see myself as an independent person, and physical touch
can invade personal space. I feel
like sometimes you need to be by
yourself,” she said.
Katerina Fotopoulou, an associate professor of psychology at University College London, said this
study can help hospitals.
By realizing that touch alleviates
pain, hospitals could begin creating programs that implement its
relaxing effect on patients.
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Stress is a physical and emotional
reaction that people have to the pressures they face in their lives. Dealing
with stress is normal, as everyone
experiences it from time to time. Yet,
when stress impacts sleep quality and
relationships, it manifests itself into
anxiety. College students can experience anxiety during midterms. Dr.
Nicholas Sibrava, a psychology professor at Baruch College, explained
anxiety and what steps students can
take to maintain low anxiety levels
during examinations.

What is the diﬀerence between worry and anxiety?
Worrying is an everyday thing. Students worry about their future — deadlines,
class grades and relationships. Worry takes the form of self-talk and asks the
question, “What if?” Students can think, “What if I fail my midterm?” Students
are speculating about events that can happen. A little bit of worry is okay, as students think about options and prioritize what is important.
Yet extreme worry is problematic, as it will result in never getting anything
done. Anxiety is debilitating because a student will be so concerned about an
exam that they will never study.

What are the mental
eﬀects of anxiety?
A student becomes so focused on
themselves that they become less
sensitive and empathetic to others.
Anxiety hurts their ability
to focus, leaving them
impatient and frustrated.
Anxiety is a snowball effect, meaning that it begins with an early state of
worry that later transforms into serious distress that should be
acknowledged.

How does a student’s body act when anxious?
When a student feels anxious, the fight or flight reaction is at work. A fight or
flight reaction creates a combination of physical symptoms including increased
heart rate and blood pressure, upset stomach, sweaty hands and a
weakened immune system.

Special thanks to Dr. Sibrava for his contribution
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STRATEGIES TO
COMBAT
ANXIETY
RELATED TO
MIDTERMS
Change your perception of the obstacle
Instead of thinking, “I am going to fail this exam,” think, “If I have done this before and survived, I can do it again.”
Positive thinking helps, and it never hurts to give yourself a pep talk.
However, positive thinking should not be used as a substitute for actions. A
student should not say, “I am going to do great on my biology midterm!” and
then do the minimal amount of studying. They will psych themselves up and feel
overconfident.
Instead, students should rethink the nature of the challenge and break down
test preparations into a plan.

Make a speciﬁc plan
If a student writes down, “study
for my biology midterm,” then this
is a generic task. It feels overwhelming because it is a vague ambition.
Students perform better when they
write down specifics. Students can
start by writing a series of four to five
steps to take. Instead of writing down,
“study for my biology midterm,” they
should break down this complicated
plan into smaller steps. Students can
write, “read chapters three to five
in my textbook,” “look over my lecture notes,” “organize a study group,”
and “go to office hours.” Not only are
these more concrete tasks, they are
also more achievable and students
get the satisfaction of crossing them
out in their planner.

When is the right time to see a counselor for anxiety?
If anxiety feels worse than it has ever felt before, then it is a sign that it is changing and worsening. If a student feels they never have periods of calm, they cannot stop the anxiety and that they feel out of control, then it is time to see a counselor. When students stop engaging in daily activities with family and friends and
does not face their responsibilities, it is an indicator that anxiety is interfering
with their life.
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Men's soccer loses to CSI in playoffs,
Women's tennis advances to playoffs
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The 2017 Fall Classic will be the ﬁrst one between two 100-win teams since 1970

Astros, Dodgers to face
off in 2017 World Series
BY KEVIN MENDEZ
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
After several missed opportunities in Game 4 of the National
League Championship Series, the
Los Angeles Dodgers looked to put
away the Chicago Cubs for good in
Game 5. After grabbing a 3-0 series lead, the Dodgers hit a speed
bump when they were held to two
runs by Jake Arrieta and Wade Davis in a 3-2 loss.
The Dodgers handed the ball
to left-hander Clayton Kershaw to
finish off the Cubs. Facing elimination, the Cubs called on trade
acquisition José Quintana to try
forcing a Game 6. Quintana put his
team behind early when Dodgers
first baseman Cody Bellinger lined
a pitch into the right field corner
for an RBI double and an early 1-0
Dodgers lead. Quintana’s struggles
would continue in the second inning, when he faced left fielder
Enrique Hernandez, who took him
deep to straightaway center field
for a solo home run, a precursor to
what was still to come.
In the third, following a runscoring single by third baseman
Justin Turner, Hernandez stepped
to the plate again. With the bases
loaded, facing reliever Héctor
Rondón, Hernandez drove a grand
slam just over the right field wall,
silencing the Wrigley Field crowd
and giving the Dodgers a commanding 7-0 lead.
As the Cubs' pitching staff went
down in flames, Kershaw was
nearly untouchable on the other
side. He dominated the Cubs for
six innings, allowing only one run
on a Kris Bryant home run before
giving way to the bullpen in the
seventh.
In the top of the ninth, Hernandez sought to join a very exclusive
club of major leaguers when he
stepped to the plate, looking for
his third home run of the night.
He etched his name into the record books forever when he drove
reliever Mike Montgomery’s pitch
deep to left center, for a historic
two-run home run and an 11-1 Los
Angeles lead.
Closer Kenley Jansen came
on for the ninth and set the Cubs
down in order to secure the Dodgers’ first World Series appearance
since 1988. Justin Turner and Chris
Taylor were named co-MVPs for
the series.
After six thrilling games, the
Houston Astros and New York Yankees were set for a Game 7 where

the winner takes all.
The Astros set their foes on their
heels in the first two games, before
the Yankees made a statement by
winning Games 3, 4 and 5 at Yankee Stadium. Facing elimination,
the Astros rode Justin Verlander’s
dominant performance in Game 6
to force a final game for the American League pennant, and the
right to meet the Dodgers in the
World Series.
Right-hander Charlie Morton
drew the starting assignment in
the Astros’ biggest game of the
year, while Carsten Charles "CC"
Sabathia was called on by the Yankees. Both sides were scoreless
through three innings, when Astros' designated hitter Evan Gattis
stepped to the plate in the bottom
of the fourth.
Sabathia got ahead 0-2, but was
unable to put Gattis away. On the
eighth pitch of the at-bat, Gattis
took a hanging slider far over the
left field wall for a booming solo
home run.
While Sabathia was not particularly sharp in his three and a third
innings of work, his replacement
Tommy Kahnle was not much
better. After relieving Sabathia in
the fourth with little issue, Kahnle
struggled through a taxing fifth
inning.
MVP candidate José Altuve
took a Kahnle pitch to right field
for a solo home run to extend the
Houston lead to 2-0. Later, with
two men on, catcher Brian McCann lined a ball to the right-field
wall to score both men and give
Houston a comfortable 4-0 lead.
Morton frustrated the Yankee
hitters for five scoreless innings
before manager A.J. Hinch called
on Lance McCullers Jr. to come out
of the Houston bullpen. The Astros’ usually reliable relief pitching
had struggled mightily throughout
the series, but McCullers himself
had struggled in the second half
of the season while battling injuries, before turning in a dominant
Game 4 performance.
McCullers gave Hinch exactly
what he was looking for as he sent
the Yankees into the offseason
with four shutout innings of relief.
In the ninth, McCullers got Greg
Bird to fly out to center field for the
final out, setting off a raucous celebration at Minute Maid Park.
The win locked up Houston’s
first American League pennant in
franchise history and secured the
Astros’ first World Series appearance since 2005.

The women’s tennis team is attempting to ride into the playoffs,
which begun on Oct. 22.
Baruch College’s men’s soccer
team played York College’s soccer team on Oct. 18, at the Aviator
Sports Complex in Brooklyn, NY.
The men’s soccer team was able
to dominate on the field the entire
game as they beat York 9-1.
With this victory, Baruch finished as the fourth seed in the
CUNY Athletic Conference standings prior to the playoffs.
The Bearcats took a quick 3-0
lead within the first 12 minutes
of the game and scored their first
goal less than three minutes into
the game, off the leg of freshman
midfielder Cormac Foley.
Foley finished the game with a
hat trick with goals ranging from 2,
71 and 75 feet, the first of his young

career at Baruch. He was also able
to assist on two other goals.
Junior midfielder and forward
Christian Minich scored two goals
in the game, both in the 82nd
minute.
Midfielders Macdara Heanue,
Shaiem Allah Morad and Austin
Tucker each finished the game
with one goal.
Foley and Tucker added two assists to their great performances.
Baruch’s ninth goal came from a
self-goal by York’s goalie.
Goalkeepers Victor Torres and
Ante Lonic split the game, each
playing 45 minutes. Torres had one
save in the game while giving up
a goal, while Lonic finished with
one save.
Baruch’s nine goals came on 25
shots, 11 of which were on goal.
York’s only goal came in the 36th
minute by Ivan Brito and assisted
by Shavoy Campbell.

The team's luck would run out
in the first round of the playoffs,
however, as it would fall to the College of Staten Island Dolphins in
the CUNYAC quarterfinals.
CSI's Joe Bolella would score
the decisive goal in the 78th minute, handing CSI a 1-0 playoff victory over the Bearcats.
The Dolphins dominated the
entire matchup, taking 15 shots
compared to the Bearcats' 5.
CSI goalie Balint Barabas had
a very easy game, facing only one
shot on goal, leading the team to a
shutout victory.
The Bearcats could not take
advantage of an incredibly lopsided 29-9 foul differential, and the
missed chances would lead to the
Bearcats' upsetting loss.
The team would end the season
at 8-8, but planted the seeds for a
successful future.
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Bruce Arena resigned after the USMNT's embarrassing loss to Trinidad and Tobago, yet the team is still shrouded in mystery

US Men's National Soccer Team fails to
qualify for 2018 World Cup in Russia
BY DANNY MOROTE
STAFF WRITER
In 2014, the United States men’s
national soccer team reached the
World Cup Quarterfinals in Brazil.
Last week, the USMNT was denied
an invitation to the 2018 Russia
World Cup after losing to Trinidad
and Tobago.
Last week marked the first time
that the USMNT has not qualified
for the World Cup since 1986.
On Tuesday Oct. 10, the USMNT played against an already
eliminated Trinidad and Tobago
away from home. The USMNT entered the match needing a win to
get its ticket to Russia, but Trinidad and Tobago was eliminated
months ago, and had no chance
for a possible entry.
Trinidad and Tobago held a
weak team form, with only one
win during The Confederation
of North, Central American and
Caribbean Association Football
Qualifications, leading up to the
2018 Russia World Cup.
The United States was definitely the favorite coming into this
match, although it struggled to
keep its form in recent matches.
The match kicked off in the

Ato Boldon Stadium. Four minutes into the game, Trinidad and
Tobago’s Shahdon Winchester
stunned the USMNT with an early
goal, that shortly after was called
offside. This was only the start of a
nail-biting qualification game. In
the 17th minute, Omar Gonzalez
scored an amazing overhead goal
for Trinidad and Tobago.
However, Gonzalez was a U.S.
defender and scored an auto-goal
that put the U.S. team in danger.
In the 37th minute, Trinidad
and Tobago doubled its lead with a
rocket shot by Alvin Jones. The U.S.
players looked confused and unfocused, even while stars like Jozy
Altidore, Tim Howard and Christian Pulisic were on the field.
A light of hope shined for the
USMNT after Pulisic, the 18-yearold Borussia Dormund player,
touched the back of the net from
20 yards on the 47th minute, keeping the USMNT’s hopes still in
the game.
The game ended with a 2-1
loss to Trinidad and Tobago. The
United States was ultimately eliminated after being dropped to fifth
place of the CONCACAF table
when Panama beat Costa Rica and
Honduras beat Mexico.

U.S. soccer fans fell quiet as official confirmations came through
that the team was not going to
Russia.
“Pulisic's agent checking to
see if he can work a transfer to
another country,” tweeted Los Angeles Dodgers’ pitcher Brandon
McCarthy, who was picking fun
at Pulisic’s good form in the game
rather than the rest of the team’s
poor form.
Not qualifying for the World
Cup was a much needed wake-up
call for the USMNT, even though
former manager Bruce Arena
has resigned since the loss. More
needs to be done to attract young
talent, and stop focusing on the
same veterans that brought the
United States to this position.
Even if the USMNT is one of the
dominant forces in the CONCACAF, each game should be played
as if the team were playing an
all-star team. Had it won an earlier game instead of tying, the USMNT would not be in this position
right now.
Now, fans, as well as the USMNT, will sit and watch the World
Cup on television, hoping that the
U.S. soccer federation will hear
fans' cries for a team renovation.
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Raiders defeat Chiefs in thriller, Patriots dismantle Falcons
BY RAY MAURER
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
Week 6 saw the fall of the lone
unbeaten team, the Kansas City
Chiefs. It also brought upon another devastating injury to a superstar,
Aaron Rodgers. After six weeks of
NFL action, teams are rapidly shifting up and down on the standings.
On Thursday night, there was
an unbelievable finish in Oakland.
Derek Carr and Amari Cooper were
on fire all night for the Oakland
Raiders. A back and forth game
came down to the final drive. Carr
and the Raiders got two free plays
after time expired due to the Chiefs’
penalties.
The untimed downs resulted
in a Crabtree touchdown and a
31-30 Raiders win. Cooper tallied
11 receptions for 210 yards and 2
touchdowns.
The Buffalo Bills hosted the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers. LeSean
McCoy was able to get it going this
week by scoring 2 touchdowns.
Mike Evans caught a toe-tapping
touchdown late, but the Bills prevailed 30-27.
Mitch Trubisky completed just
4 passes against the Carolina Panthers. Thanks to 2 long touchdown
returns by Bears’ safety Eddie Jackson, Chicago’s defense was able to
score 14 points, while holding Cam
Newton to just 3 points. The Bears
looked impressive in this 17-3 win.
The Cleveland Browns were a
part of another snoozer on Sunday. Although it was a close game,
neither the Browns nor the Tennessee Titans found the end zone.
The battle of field goals needed an
overtime period to find a victor. Ultimately, Ryan Succop kicked the
Titans to a 12-9 victory.
The Green Bay Packers hung
in with the red hot New Orleans
Saints for a while in the first half,
but the Packers offense could not
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Cooper ﬁnished with 210 yards and a TD, while Crabtree ﬁnished with the game-winning touchdown in the Raiders victory
get anything going later on. Jordy
Nelson was held to 2 receptions,
and Brett Hundley struggled. Drew
Brees led the Saints to their fourth
straight victory following their
0-2 start.
Leonard Fournette missed the
Jacksonville Jaguars’ game this
week, but the Jaguars did not miss a
beat. The Indianapolis Colts failed
to score a point, as the Jaguars defense dominated. They move to
4-3 after a 27-0 win. T.J. Yeldon
replaced Fournette well with 122
yards and a touchdown.
A similar situation occurred out
in London as it did in Indianapolis. Arizona Cardinals’ quarterback
Carson Palmer broke his left arm
early on. The Cardinals, like the
Colts, failed to score. This game
was all for the Los Angeles Rams.

The Rams scored early and often
to take this contest 33-0, moving to
5-2. Jared Goff threw for 235 yards
and a touchdown.
The New York Jets faced off with
the Miami Dolphins for the second
time this season. The Jets led most
of the way, into the fourth quarter. Jay Cutler left the game early
with a broken rib. Replacement
Matt Moore led the Dolphins to a
14-point fourth quarter comeback,
and a 31-28 Dolphins victory. Jarvis Landry had 7 receptions for 93
yards and a touchdown in the win.
Latavis Murray carried the Vikings offense with 113 yards and
a touchdown, however, kickers
were the stars of the game. Kai Forbath kicked 6 field goals and Justin
Tucker made 3. Joe Flacco’s struggles continued, while the Baltimore

Ravens are still searching for an offensive identity. The Vikings won
24-16.
Ezekiel Elliott’s suspension
was delayed once again, and luckily, for the Dallas Cowboys, he
was ready to play. Elliott scored 3
touchdowns, running all over the
San Francisco 49ers. From start to
finish the Cowboys controlled this
one, winning 40-10.
Shutouts might have been a
theme this week. The Denver Broncos became the third team to get
shut out in Week 7. This loss was at
the hand of the Los Angeles Chargers. Travis Benjamin made the
play of the game with a punt return
touchdown to put the Chargers up
14-0. The Chargers defense dominated, and the Chargers climb to
3-4 after their 0-4 start. The final

score was 21-0.
The Pittsburgh Steelers rode
Le’Veon Bell all the way to victory
once again. Bell tallied over 200
total yards against the Cincinnati
Bengals this week. Andy Dalton
and the Bengals hung tight early,
but the second half was all Steelers.
The Steelers racked up a few interceptions on their way to a second
half shutout, and a 29-14 victory.
The New York Giants defense
came to play against the Seattle
Seahawks on Sunday. An Evan Engram touchdown after a fumble recovery had Big Blue up 7-3 at half,
but the Giants offense could notmuster up anything the rest of the
game. Seattle benefited by a controversial simultaneous interception and touchdown, and won in
the Meadowlands 24-7.
The New England Patriots continued their hot streak against the
Atlanta Falcons, picking up from
the Super Bowl.
If not for an impressive Julio
Jones touchdown in garbage time,
the Patriots wouldhave shut out the
Falcons in Foxboro. The Falcons
23-7 loss left Atlanta fans worried,
dropping to 3-3.
On Monday night, the top team
in the NFC kept on rolling. Carson
Wentz and the Eagles faced the
Washington Redskins in a divisional battle. Wentz made plays with his
feet, and threw four touchdowns.
Kirk Cousins played well, but
the Redskins' skill positions were
not producing for Cousins. Wentz
dominated and the Eagles move to
6-1 with a 34-24 win.
The Eagles are proving to be the
team to beat in the NFC, while the
Patriots and Steelers are showing
why they are the class of the AFC.
That being said, no division lead
is safe. With a lot of teams on bye in
Week 8, it is a good chance for the
teams in the middle of the pack to
climb up the standings.

Champions League returns for actionpacked matchday 3, filled with thrillers
BY DANNY MOROTE
STAFF WRITER
After a stressful international
break, matchday 3 of the Premier League arrived. Many clubs
showed their strengths, but other
clubs struggled to win.
Real Madrid C.F. vs. Tottenham
Hotspur F.C. had everyone’s attention because the entire match
was too close to call. The match
kicked off and both teams came
out strong until the 28th minute,
when Raphaël Varane scored on
his own goalie while attempting to
protect Madrid’s goal. The Spurs
began to pressure Madrid causing
fans to look to Harry Kane to finish one of his many chances. Madrid began to respond to the pressure, after a wrongly timed tackle
in the 42nd minute led to Spur’s
defender Serge Aurier receiving a
yellow card, which gave Madrid an
opportunity to score on a penalty.
Cristiano Ronaldo took the penalty, blasting the ball past the Spur’s
star goalkeeper, Hugo Lloris.
After many close chances to
score from both teams, the match
ended at 1-1 and Kane was surprisingly unable to add on to his
goal tally. Lloris, however, was able
to shine.
Chelsea F.C. vs A.S. Roma was
another very close match between
two world-renowned teams. Roma
has been unable to secure a win
yet in the Champions League, unlike Chelsea, that currently leads
the group. Chelsea’s defender David Luiz opened up the match after
scoring a curler in the 11th minute
with the team being able to double
its lead with a goal from Eden Hazard. Roma looked beaten, but responded in the 40th minute with a
goal from Aleksandar Kolarov. Immediately following, Edin Dzeko
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The matchup between Roma and Chelsea highlighted a great matchday 3
scored 2 goals, known in soccer as
a brace. Roma was in front for the
first time in the match, but Hazard scored the equalizer quickly
afterward. Both teams kept pressuring each other, but the match
ended with a 3-3 tie, a huge accomplishment for Roma and a disappointment for Chelsea, a team
which leading for a great deal of
the match.
Besiktas J.K. went against a
struggling Monaco in France and
came out victorious. Both teams
have been a surprise, with Besiktas
remaining unbeaten in the Champions League. Monaco continues
to struggle to find its first win of the
competition.
Matchday three was memorable for Liverpool F.C., as they
took on NK Maribor in Slovenia.
Four minutes into the match, Liverpool’s Roberto Firmino opened
up the scoreboard. Yet, that was
only the beginning of the one-

sided match. Both Firmino and
Mohamed Salah scored two goals
each, Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain
and Philippe Coutinho scored
one goal each and even youngster
Trent Alexander-Arnold was able
to net one. Liverpool took home its
first Champions League win and
set a new club record for European
away wins.
FC Spartak Moscow surprised
many fans when it trashed five
time Europa winners Sevilla FC
in Russia. Moscow won the match
5-1, after amazing goals from Luiz
Adriano, Denis Glushakov, Lorenzo Melgarejo and a brace from
starlet Quincy Promes. Sevilla did
try to fight back but only scored
one goal, which was not enough.
Other clubs that won on matchday three were FC Shakhtar, Manchester City F.C., RB Leipzig, FC
Basel, FC Bayern Munich, Paris
Saint-Germain F.C., FC Barcelona
and Juventus F.C.
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Spurs start off 2017 season strong, Knicks stumble out of gate
BY MATTEO FLAMIO
STAFF WRITER
With changing storylines and familiar faces on new teams, nobody
really had a good grasp on what
would happen this NBA season.
If the first week of action was
any indication, this is going to be a
shocking, action-packed season.
Opening night began with the
Boston Celtics facing the Cleveland
Cavaliers at their home, where everybody’s attention was on Kyrie
Irving’s return to “The Land.” While
Irving’s return was a huge story, it
was Gordon Hayward who would
be the most discussed player of
the game.
Less than 6 minutes into the
game, Hayward dislocated and
fractured his left tibia going up for
an alley-oop, sidelining him for the
rest of the year.
The Cavaliers’ LeBron James
dominated the game in his team’s
102-99 win, scoring 29 points. Irving also finished the game with a
double-double.
In the second game of the
night, the defending champions,
the Golden State Warriors, hosted
the Houston Rockets. The Warriors controlled the majority of the
game, but a late run by the Rockets made the game a close 122-121
win. The Warriors’ Kevin Durant
made a game-winning field goal,
but the replay showed that he
was not able to beat the buzzer as
time expired.
Wednesday’s action focused
much on the Philadelphia 76ers
and their young core. The team put
up a strong fight, but the Washington Wizards’ duo of John Wall
and Bradley Beal were too much
to handle as the Wizards went on
to win 120-115. The 76ers’ Robert
Covington finished with 29 points.
The Milwaukee Bucks took the
floor against the Boston Celtics as

the latter looked for their first win.
Giannis Antetokounmpo showed
everybody why he could be the
next MVP with 37 points and 13
rebounds. Irving was held to 17
points on 7-25 shooting, as the
Celtics would go on to lose 108-100.
The Minnesota Timberwolves
bolstered up their starting five this
offseason by adding Jimmy Butler and Jeff Teague, but it was not
enough as the San Antonio Spurs
showed why they are still one of the
best teams in the league with their
107-99 win.
Thursday showcased Carmelo Anthony’s first game with the
Oklahoma City Thunder, in which
he faced the New York Knicks
since being recently traded from
them. Anthony would finish with
22 points as the Thunder’s Big 3
showed why they are a strong force.
Kristaps Porzingis was the Knicks’
only offense hope with 31 points in
their 105-84 loss.
The Toronto Raptors hosted the
Chicago Bulls, with the Raptors trying to show they were the real deal.
C.J. Miles’ 22 points off the bench
were an unexpected offense that
was too much for the lackluster
Bulls, who lost 117-100.
In the night game, all eyes
were on Los Angeles Lakers rookie
Lonzo Ball against the Los Angeles Clippers, but Patrick Beverley’s
tight defense was too much as Ball
finished with only 3 points. The
Clippers’ Blake Griffin dominated
with 29 points in the 108-92 win.
Friday showed the Charlotte
Hornets at home against the Atlanta Hawks. The Hornets won
109-91 after finishing the third
quarter with a 24-0 run. Dennis
Schröder scored 25 points for the
Hawks as three Hornets had 20 or
more points.
The Orlando Magic and Brooklyn Nets faced off in a high-scoring
game. The Magic’s Nikola Vucevic’s
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The Cavs and Warriors have both started oﬀ their seasons at 3-2, while the Spurs jumped out to 4-0 to start their campaign.
41-point effort was no match for the
Nets as they won 126-121 at home.
The Sacramento Kings visited the Dallas Mavericks, where
many people focused on the Kings’
two rookies, Justin Jackson and
De’Aaron Fox. The Kings were able
to outlast the Mavs 93-88 in a closely contested game.
Saturday was a very unusual
night, a night in which both the
Cavaliers and Warriors lost in two
blowouts. The night also proved
that the New York Knicks’ young
team is not able to sustain a lead.
The Detroit Pistons won 111-107

'Cinderella season' end for Yankees
after game seven ALCS loss to Astros
BY JOSEPH NIEVES
STAFF WRITER
The New York Yankees ended
the season, just one win away from
the World Series, only one year after the front office teared the team
down and planned to rebuild.
The Yankees were not expected
to go far this season, however, the
postseason could not elude the
Yankees, and the team returned
to the Bronx well ahead of schedule. It was just two years ago that
it looked like the New York Mets
would be the best team in the city
for years to come.
In 2015, the Yankees were lucky
to make the wild-ard game, while
the Mets made it to the World
Series. However, the tides have
turned, and now it is the Yankees
that looked poised to be perennial
contenders.
The Yankees began the American League Championship Series against the Houston Astros
the same way they did against the
Cleveland Indians, and fell behind
2-0 in the series. The team then returned to the friendly confines of
Yankee Stadium, where fans’ energy has been at its highest since
the late 1990s championship runs.
Against the Indians, it was the
pitching that turned the Yankees
around at home. This time it was
the team’s MVP, Aaron Judge.
Judge uplifted a stagnant offense that scored 2 runs in the
first two games. In Game 3, Judge
came up with a big 3-run home
run that blew the game open for
the Yankees, in an 8-1 victory. The
next night, in Game 4, Judge hit a
solo shot in the seventh inning to
put the Yankees on the board, and
force the Astros’ susceptible bullpen to preserve a three run lead. In
the eighth inning, Judge hit a game
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The Yankees were unable to capitalize on strong pitching performances.
tying double to left, erasing a 4-0
deficit. There was no turning back
from there, as the Yankees won 6-4
in Game 4 to tie the series at 2.
In Game 5, Yankees killer Dallas
Keuchel took the mound. Keuchel
entered the game having given up
only 7 runs in 57 2/3 innings. He
exited with his worst performance
against the Yanks, giving up 4 runs.
That would be more than enough
for the Yankees, as Masahiro Tanaka pitched seven shutout innings
in a 5-0 victory. The Yankees headed back to Houston with a 3-2 lead
in the series.
In Game 6, Justin Verlander,
one of the best pitchers in this generation, took the mound for the
Astros. Coming off a dominating
complete game victory in Game 2,
Verlander picked up where he left
off, throwing 7 shutout innings.
However, Luis Severino matched
Verlander pitch-for-pitch for 4 innings, until the Astros got 3 runs in
the fifth. Judge hit a long home run
to put the Yankees on the board,
and cut the Astros lead to 2 runs.
However, the Astros quickly blew
the game open by scoring 4 runs

in the bottom of the eighth. The
Astros won 7-1, tying the series at
3 and forcing a Game 7.
In Game 7, the Yankees season came to an end. C.C. Sabathia
entered the game 10-0 with a 1.69
ERA in starts following a Yankees
loss. However, Sabathia did not
have his best stuff, as he gave up 5
hits and 3 walks in three and one
third innings. The Yankees were
outmatched as they mustered just
3 hits in the game. Lance McCullers
relieved a dominant performance
by Charlie Morton, and pitched a 4
inning save to clinch the pennant
for the Astros. The Yankees lost the
game 4-0 and finished their season
just one win away from a trip to the
World Series.
The big story of this series was
home field advantage. The home
team won all seven games, with the
road team getting just eight runs in
the seven game series. For the Yankees it was Judge who set the tone
for the offense at home, and for the
Astros it was former Yankee Brian
McCann who delivered the big hits
at home, in consecutive elimination games.

after coming back from a 21-point
deficit. Portland Trail Blazers’ Damian Lillard and C.J. McCollum’s
combined 52 points were not
enough in their 113-110 loss to the
Milwaukee Bucks.
The Denver Nuggets were able
to get their first win on the season
with a 96-79 win over the Sacramento Kings. Paul Millsap’s 18
points led the team.
Sunday matched up the Timberwolves and the Thunder in a highly
contested matchup. With just under 5 seconds left, Anthony hit
the go-ahead 3-pointer to put his

team up 113-112, but T-Wolves’ Andrew Wiggins had other plans.
With 4 seconds remaining, Wiggins raced up the floor and made
the game-winning 3-pointer, leading the team to a 115-113 win over
the Thunder.
Wiggins had 27 points in his
heroic effort. The New Orleans
Pelicans traveled to Los Angeles
to play the Lakers, as the Pelicans
looked for their first win. Their two
stars, Anthony Davis and DeMarcus Cousins, were too much for the
Lakers to handle, as the Pelicans
pulled out a 119-112 win.
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Baruch Weekly
55. THEY’RE FROM MARS?
57. *HE WROTE “GOD BLESS
AMERICA”
60. *GULF WAR GENERAL
ACROSS
63. FEARINSPIRING
1. MODEL MATERIAL
64. HOW MANY IF BY SEA?
6. BRO, E.G.
9. BABYSITTER’S NIGHTMARE 66. LIKE A HARVARD
BUILDING?
13. IN THE COMPANY OF
68. LIKE THREE NURSERY
14. ____ OUT A LIVING
RHYME MICE
15. MAN’S BEST FRIEND?
69. MAMA SHEEP
16. RUSSIAN AUTHOR,
70. IMPULSE TRANSMITTER
MASTER OF GROTESQUE
71. HEMORRHAGED
17. LILLIPUTIAN
72. SHINY WHEEL PART
18. DIARY NOTE
73. SINK HOLE
19. *19501953 WAR
21. *WHERE ARMISTICE WAS
SIGNED
DOWN
23. ON A KEYBOARD
1. *WWI’S: “PACK UP YOUR
24. GREENISH BLUE
TROUBLES IN YOUR OLD
25. STABLE DIET
KIT____”
28. TABLE IN MEXICO
30. ADJUST PIANO PITCHES 2. EVERY WHICH WAY
35. HIDDEN UP A SLEEVE? PL. 3. APPLE’S APPLE, E.G.
4. SOUND LIKE WILBUR
37. “THROUGH” IN TEXT
5. RADIANT
MESSAGE
6. IN STITCHES
39. ALLEGRO OR LENTO
7. *HE REPLACED
40. I, TO A GREEK
“ARMISTICE” WITH
41. PICO DE GALLO
“VETERANS”
43. BIT OF SMOKE
8. HEAVILY BUILT
44. WHALE’S LUNCH
9. CAPITAL OF WEST
46. ORR’S SCORE
GERMANY
47. BIG FIRST FOR A BABY
10. *COLLEGE PROGRAM
48. OPEN
11. 4,840 SQUARE YARDS
50. WAY, WAY OFF
12. YOUR, TO SHAKESPEARE
52. INFECTION OF THE EYE
15. PLANTERS’ TREAT
53. PROOF OF HOME
20. DRIVES A GETAWAY
OWNERSHIP
THEME: VETERANS DAY

OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 2017
MON

30
TUES

31
WED

1
THURS

2
FRI

3
SAT

4
SUN

5

VOLUNTEER OR WORK ABROAD WITH AIESEC
12 p.m. - 2 p.m. | 2nd Floor Lobby | Free
ASCEND TECH WORKSHOP
12:30 p.m. - 2 p.m. | NVC 3-210 | Free
FEMCODE HALLOWEEN BAKE SALE
12:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. | NVC 2nd Floor Lobby | Free
GIVING VOICE TO VALUES: THE “HOW” OF BUSINESS ETHICS
12 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. | NVC 14-220 | Free
S&P CAPITAL IQ
12:30 p.m. - 1:45 p.m. | Subotnick Center | Free, Registration Required
INVESTOR FORUM 2017: SMART DATA, BETTER RESULTS
1:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. | NVC 14-220 | Free
DIA DE LOS MUERTOS TABLING
11 a.m. - 3 p.m. | NVC 2nd Floor Lobby | Free
FINANCING LAW SCHOOL
12:40 p.m. - 2:20 p.m. | NVC 3-210 | Free
ALPHA KAPPA PSI - BROTHER DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP SERIES
5:30 p.m. - 8 p.m. | NVC 4-225

CAR, E.G.
22. FIRST OFF SINKING SHIP?
24. AUTO CONTENTS
25. JAPANESE VERSE
26. IT FALLS IN THE FALL
27. BIGFOOT’S COUSINS
29. 1970S CARPET
31. CURRENT EVENTS
PROGRAM
32. GIVES OFF
33. CINDERELLA’S WIN
34. *VETERANS DAY FLOWER
36. *RETAIL “CELEBRATION”
38. *”AIM HIGH... FLYFIGHT
WIN” ORG.
42. *”REMEMBER THE
____!”
45. SERVED SOUP
49. OAHU GREETING GIFT
51. VHS PLAYER BUTTON
54. KEYBOARD KEY
56. JAMES BOND, DON’T
SAY THIS!
57. “FOR WHOM THE ____
TOLLS”
58. CLEVELAND, OH LAKE
59. ORANGE PEEL
60. “THE CHARGE OF THE
LIGHT BRIGADE,” E.G.
61. ITALY’S OBSOLETE MONEY
62. DENIM INNOVATOR
63. FLOW ALTERNATIVE
65. *”THE WAR TO END ALL
WARS”
67. BEAR CAVE
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CROSSWORD SOLUTION:

ISSUE 7
BLOOMBERG I
10 a.m. - 11:15 a.m. | Library Building, Subotnick Center | Free
BLOOMBERG II
11:30 a.m. - 12:45 p.m. | Library Building, Subotnick Center | Free
THE III GEORGE GERSHWIN INTERNATIONAL MUSIC COMPETITION
4 p.m. - 7 p.m. | BPAC | $21

*Oﬀ-campus event
For full list, visit www.baruch.cuny.edu/calendar

Career Spotlight

baruch.cuny.edu/careers
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/starrlights/
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/scdc/
@BaruchSCDC
Baruch College Starr Career Development Center

SAVE THE DATE

INTERNSHIP UPDATE

Internship Seminar
Monday, Oct. 30, 3 p.m. – 4:30 p.m., NVC 2-190
In this seminar, learn everything you need to know
about the many benefits of internships!

DOCTORS WITHOUT BORDERS/MEDECINS SANS FRONTIERES (MSF)

LinkedIn 101: Proﬁle Development
Tuesday, Oct. 31, 12:30p.m. - 2 p.m., NVC 2-190
Learn how to efficiently develop your LinkedIn
profile at this workshop!
On-Campus Recruiting Workshop
Tuesday, Oct. 31, 5 p.m. - 6:30 p.m., NVC 2-190
Get a jumpstart on your career by learning about the
on-campus recruiting program!
Let’s Get Starr-ted: Week One Session
Wednesday, Nov. 1, 11 p.m. - 12:15 p.m., NVC
2-190
First-years and sophomores, come and learn more
about the services available at the SCDC.

PEER TIP OF THE WEEK
CHECK OUT THE PEER TIP OF THE WEEK FROM SCDC’S PEERS
FOR CAREERS PROGRAM
When networking, students may be too worried or focused
on their personal pitch. However, do not be afraid to have a
more casual conversation with employers! It may be easier
to connect with employers through interests and hobbies.
Networking is all about conversing and getting to really know
each other!
– Brian Chew, Peer for Careers

Access Campaign Vaccines Intern (Spring 2018)
The MSF Access Campaign
undertakes research, policy, and
advocacy to raise the importance of the issue of access to
essential medicines internationally, with a focus on developing
countries where MSF works. The
Campaign hopes to achieve sustainable solutions to reduce the
price of essential medicines and
stimulate medical research and
development for diseases that
primarily affect low income populations. The Campaign operates
within the Program Department
at MSF-USA.

The Access Intern will support
the ongoing research, advocacy,
and administrative activities
of the Access Campaign in the
USA. This includes tracking the
current issues relevant to the Access Campaign, supporting the
overall management of data and
files, and assisting in preparation
of information for advocacy and
policy strategies. They will also
provide research, analytical, and
administrative support to the
U.S. Manager of the MSF Access
Campaign while providing practical learning experience in glob-

al health and policy advocacy on
access to medicines.
This internship is ideal for
anyone with a particular focus on policy, advocacy, and
the crisis of access to essential
medicines, diagnostics, and vaccines in the developing world.
Preferred knowledge and interest in US politics and funding
for global health, congressional
processes, intellectual property,
international trade, and new innovation models

Fellowship Program, Developing
Leaders and Summer Internship
Program.
Other duties include scheduling and setting-up training
sessions and meetings, administration for Summer Internship
Program and Campus Recruiting efforts, screening resumes,
reviewing applications, entering
candidates, coordinating campus
event materials, preparing new
hire welcome packets, updating
new hire orientation presentation, upload resumes to Jobvite,

and developing University Presentations.
The responsibilities are subject to change based on company
and the department needs assessment.
The applicant must be actively
enrolled college student preferably in Junior or Senior year,
proactive and a detail oriented
team player with proven ability to
multi-task and think on their feet,
and proficient in Microsoft Office
applications.

Starr Search ID: 109440

HAVAS HEALTH
HR Intern
The HR Intern supports the
HR Team on various initiatives
while learning and employing
human resources principles. Under the guid of the HR Project
Manager, the applicant will attend generalist group meetings,
learn company policies, vision,
values and structure, and bridge
gap of HR Policies and Procedural Knowledge. They will assist
with all HR programs and initiatives that include but not limited
to Sabbatical Program, Landmark
Anniversary Program, TYKTWD,
CSR campaigns, Holiday Gift,

Starr Search ID: 109384

